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the district, It was said. The maThe railroad men will find It Hoover is chairman. As explained as clerk In charge of the finger side.
Daugherty said today. Trains are
(Bj The Associated Frees.)
of the companies operating
'
hard to understand why he by Secretary Fall, a member of the print bureau, in the back office.
Responsibility for the continua- jority
IX)HECAST.
New
being stopped and the malls are be22. The
York,
Aug.
tion of the strike was laid to each in the region are owned by steel
gets $2.75 n day when he could
committee, two plans were proDenver, Colo., Aug. 22. New ing interfered with to some extent. Knights of Columbus spent
9
manufact
In
other
to
statements
both
one
sides.
iring corporations that
by
Riving added powers
get $1.00 for the same work
Mexico: Generally fair south, un- he added.
posed,
in welfare
during 1921-2- 2
Also, representatives of the min- use the entire production in their
in tho steel milts.
the interstate commerce commis- OIL SUPPLANTS COAL IN
More than 1,000 shopmen are out work for
settled north portion, Wednesday
American war veterans,
ers and operators were pessimis- mills and furnaces.
"If the railroads don't settle sion to enable to use Its authority
and Thursday,' probably with show- on strike, ho said, his reports show. it was announced last night. Free
FORD'S DETROIT PLANT tic
as to the resumption of miners; not quite so warm Wednesda and In addition, there are five or technical evening schools, which W'lth the shopmen, it will be doubly for allocation of coal cars as n
In the hard coal fields before SIX MEN ARE CHARGED
fair
ing
to
six hundred unemployed members about 70,000 veterans attended, cost difficult for them to hold the un- means of holding operators
north and east portions.
(Bjr The AMoelntrd FreM.)
or during tho winter unless some
The other, it was stated,
of the local union, who have Joined $954,891.74. and other schools for skilled crafts in line."
'Arizona:
prices.
Generally fair Wed22.
Mich.,
Aug.
Owing unusual or unforeseen suggestion
'
WITH BEATING AN AGED
would follow the suggestion of the to Detroit,
Offer Numerous Reasons.
nesday and Thursday except un- In parades, meetings and other de veterans operated
bv councils
the shortage of coal the Ford that would placate tho contending
Rail heads refrained from dis- president for use of funds by a Motor
settled east portion; somewhat monstrations, which have "worked throughout the country used $308,- FARMER AND DAUGHTER
Park
In
Highland
a
company's
would
result
parties
stabirecalling
warmer" Wednesday extreme west the town up to a high pitch." The 578.27 of the fund devoted to edu cussion of the possible effects of specially created agency to
has been equipped with oil- - of the conference.
the steel companies' move on rail lize coal prices. Members of the plant
Central portion.
attorney general has authorized cational purposes.
It
was
announced
(B The Araoelntrd Pret..)
burners,
today.
strike negotiations.' They were, house Interstate commerce com The
the swearing in of sixty deputy
Collego courses valued at
change was made without loss 3 ARE CHARGED WITH
Raleigh. N. C. Aug. 22. Six men
marshals and unless the situation
IiOCAIj REPORT
In addition to numerous nevertheless, quick to offer numer- mittee, to which the bill would Be of time to any of the 42,000 em
charged with beating W. W. Lynch.
foundations ous reasons why the steel industry presented, said however, that it ployes.
( Conditions for th,e twenty-fou- r
improves additional deputies will Catholic university
farmer and his
PASSING BAD CHECKS
for
any
no
should
contain
at
would
men
raise
their
provision
a
grant
were
veterans
fours ended at 6 p.m yesterday, be authorized.
It
is
Ford
The
underscholarships,
granted
company.
daughter, Mrs. Frank Pope.
this critical stage.
.x'nrded hv the university:
disorders
The
agency to buy or sell stood, has placed orders for 12,000,-00- 0
and trouble by the K. of C. during the year.
government
were
bound
over to the Wake coun(By The AMoelnted PrfM.l
DO
aB Highest temperature
One was that some of the steel coal. throughout the coal districts and More than 350 hospitals where
gallon of fuel oil. Before in22.
William Da ty superior court after a hearing
Chicago,
62 rail centers in the west, Mr. DaughAug.
veterans are still being treated for corporation bankers who also are
Lowest
stalling oil burners,' coke screen- vis, of New York: Paul Baskln. before Justice of the Peace Tem28 erty said, show that "neglect of war wounds and
I Range
illness, were pro large investors in the railroads took
12.YEAB-Oings and other fuel were tried out Newark, N. J., and Jean Mirman. pi ton, at H Ily Springs yesterday.
BOY DIES
76 state
I Mean
authorities
in Illinois lias vided with recreational opportuni- such means of making untenable
but
found unsatisfactory.
Nine men In while garb were said
9 years old.
22. James Hei
Aug.
of Akron. O.. were
Chicago.
V llLimlilltV fit li n Itl
the
,.67 been an invitation and cause for ties and comforts for men conposition steadfastly maintained degger, IS years old, was struck
The oil burners have been placed arrested by the police here today t0 have taken part in the alleged
24
8
eastern
headed
widethe
for
law
"die
at
of
to
and
this
On
beds.
by
fined
this branch
p. ni
disregard
hards,"
Humidity
over the heart by a pitched base in all tho boilers, of which there on charges of passing bad cheeks. assault, which followed the swear'1
Precipitation"
spread disorder." The federal au- the ,work $904,000 was expended. by L, F. Loree, that the strike be ball and died before
Whether they will The trio have realized over $100.- - ing out of "warrants by Mrs. Pope
medical help are fourteen.
18 thorities, he said, hnd no power to
Wind velocity
i no report claims an overnenfl allowed to continue "as a finish
he continued !n use after tho fuel 000 In
months, the police against Han Pearce and her hn- -VVcs
of wind...-lake notion In Illinois after the espensn uf less than ono per cent of flghf rather than It be settled by valH of tJla hwu.t wnM ,)eli'ove(i tu shortage has passed has not been asserted. four
them was seized hnd. revolving about domestic
With
.
,
"of iluy.
thu total c.icndituret
I nave caused
.Partly cloudy; tier riii massacre,
character
a complete outfit for their work. 'fairs.
determined.
his death.
continued on Page Two.)
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OFFERS TO 'BUY'

IlfS

HUBBY

First Wife of the Late "Jack"
Spreckles Makes an Unusual Proposal to Get the
Man She Loves.
(By The Ausoclntrd "rrM.)
Pan Francisco, Auk. 22. lYlint
Kppmed yesterday to lie a solution
of the eternal triangle for Mr. and
Mrs. Itodncy Kendriek and Mrs.

ft

Kdlth lluntinston Sreokcls Walefield of San Francisco and Sausa-- 1
lito, today did not seem quite so!
likely to work out.
Mrs. Wakefield, who was the
first 'wife of the late "Jarl"j
fpreokels, son of John 1. Sprerk-- j
els, Sr., Pacific coast capitalist, according to her published admission, made an offer of "$100 a,
month for the rest of her life" to
Jlrs. Kcndrieks, if tht would di
vorce Kendriek, a newspaper artist, so that Mrs. Wakefield could
marry him. That is, as soon asa
Mrs. Wakefield herself secured
divorce.
The offer yesterday it was underThe Countess of Suffolk.
stood, would probably be accepted,
but early today tho artist's wife inThe Countess of Suffolk, who was
timated she miKht take some legal Lliss
Daisy Marguerite Hyde
action other than divorce and that Leiter of
Chicago and Washington,
nt any rate she would consult an ir
from injuries ustain-ed
recovering
attorney before doing anything.
when the fell from her horse
According to the versions or me while
riding in Charltci park, Lonunusual case which all of the persons involved (jive. Mr. and Mrs don. Tho countess is the widow of
Mrs the nineteenth earl of Su.Tolk, who
had separated.
Kendriek
Kendrlrk is ill and has spent much was killed in the World war.
Mrs.
of her time in sanitariums.
Wakefi.'bl and Kendriek fell in 4 HEATS REQUIRED TO
love with c:uh other and finally
agreed tlxy would marry if they DECIDE KNICKERBOCKER
could cet their freedom and that
2:03 CLASS TROT PURSE
Mrs. Kendirck and her baby could
live with them if she wished or be
roughkecpsie, N. V., Aug. 22.
"taken care of."
the versions Four bents were required to deMrs. Kendriek.
cide
"Tho Knickerbocker'' 2:08
agree in saving, was brought from
of $2,000 at the
a sanitarium to Mrs. Wakefield's class trot purse four-day
meeting
home in Sausalito, across the bay opening of the
of the grand circuit here today.
.from San Francisco, where she
g
King Walt:) won the event by
mained for several weeks as
the last heats after the first
truest, receiving care and medical
had gone to the Great Volo and
attention.
It was while In Sirs. Wakefield's tho second to Legal J.
e
lledbelvvyn, veteran of the
home, the three persons aver, that
tracks, lost to tho Great Volo
Mrs. Kendrlrk revealed she no
the
a
first
in
and
the
head
In
heat.
the
by
longer loved her husband
revelation that Mrs. W akeneia can, second heat Legal J. broke at the
the
line a length
followed.
but
crossed
finish
with
offer,
her
together
that Mrs. ahead of Kins Watts. The third
It also was admitted
Kendriek pave her weddincr ring heat was captured by King Watts
only after a close brush with Prin
to Mrs. Wakefield, saying that untho stretch while
der the circumstances she did not cess Ktawah in in
an easy winner
want it, and that she was sick, tho fourth came
over the Great Volo in the last
weary and dlsallusioned."
The husband admitted acquies- quarter after Legal J who had led
cence in the plan.
previously, broko twice.
Sr.,
Peter The Brewer in straight
Kendriek,
Mrs. Rodney
mother of the artist, sided with heats won the 2:21 class trot. Tho
2:11 class trot went to Hill Sharen
her son. saying:
"It is easy to imagine how a in straight heats without competibig, tion.
mother feels whe she has is a marAfter dropping tho first heat of
and finds he
healthy son
who knew before the 2:10 class pacing to The Sherried to a woman
111.'
v
wood, in a nock and neck drive,
wjcrlnfrA Klin Was
mm Rodman Tell, the artist's Robert Direct annexed tho two
view.
a
last heats easily.
similar
Bister, expressed
Mrs. Wakefield is 39 years old;
24.
ta 32 and his wife Is
NEW YORK YOUTH'S
Mrs. Wakefield has three chil
wnom
ADVENTURE ENDS IN
is
of
dren, the oldest
Hpreckels was their father. Mrs.
PARIS GARBAGE CAN
$80,000
Wakefield was bequeathed
in "Jack" Spreckels- will.Chronicle
Paris, Aug. 22 (by the Associated
The San Francisco
Herman
v,i
morning published a story pa-In- Press.l ranWhen from his home
in
away
Japser
which it was said on what the
v.,
:v
Pound lor a
auuim-v,o- t Binghaniton,
rename
to
be
declared
g
jier
the elder Snreckels is eom- - personally conducted
rr in snn Tranrisco to "take a tour of Kuropo ho did not visualize
his journey as ending m a garbage
hand in the case."
ran on the Boulevard des Italiaens
in Paris.
rrtc KFA'PRirK WANTS
But that is where a policeman
S2o,00 FOIt HUSBAND found
him wrapped in peaceful
slumber at 4 o clock this morning
Oakland, Oal, Auk. 22. If Mrs.
rii- - and now Herman is awaiting com
Wakefield,
..nr.
wife of the late John D. pletion of arrangements to return
GnrnnkMs.
Jr.. capitalist, wants him to Binghamton.
The adventurous youth crossed
San
Kendriek.
ynmifi
Rodney
she will have to the Atlantic as a, stowaway on the
yrancisco artist, Kendriek.
wife of liner Findland. ilo was discovered
pay Mrs. Nellie
the during tho voyage and detained at
the artist $23. 000, or whatever
lie
deportation.
Antwerp for
court will give her in an alienation
Paris
reachingsuit, Frank M. Catr. escaped, finally
rt affections
said where he was waiting a chance to
Kendrick's attorney,
Mrs
visit the battle fields.
who
Wakefield,
Mrs.
licre today.
himself without TUnus
U suing her present husband, at Finding
bed timo last night, he sought
Frank Wakefield, San Francisco
ex- repose in a handy
garbage can.
business man, for divorce, has
found him.
the
There
police
artist.
the
for
lovo
pressed her
said
Keports from San Diego
Br..
ARRESTED FOR BREAKING
that John D. Spreckels'
hi ;
in
coming to San Francisco
BROKEN
IN
FURNITURE
and
enetia.
the
private yacht, late today or early
JUDGE
should arrive
MANFACES
HOME,
the
tomorrow to investigate akefieh.
involving Mrs.
Juan Zamora and Juan Vigil of
with Its
particularly in connectionof his
Helen were arrested here yester
relevancy to the estate
reday on a charge of having brokenb
son. Mis. Wakefield is
into the home of Juan Zamora
interest
$80,000
an
have
to
ported
The men are said to have
wife.
in the estate.
broken up nil tho furniture. Za"Mrs. Kendriek decided today mora and
his wife have been sep
1o go through with the alienation arated.
The arrest was made by
Carr an- Henry Flnnnigan, deputy
of affections suit,"
nounced. "The amount could not of Valencia county.
he less because of Mrs. Kendrick's
Kendriek
child.
tried to see his wife In Alameda CIVIL SERVICE TO
to
to drop
her
get
HOLD EXAMINATIONS
Sunday night
the suit. He is trying to protect
client will also fight any divorce
examinations
Open competitive
Airs. Wakefield's interests.
My for a
large number of federal po
action brought by Kendriek."
sitions were announced yesterday
When informed of the proposed by the local office of tho United
suit, Mrs. Wakefield said:
States Civil Service commission.
"I do not see how any suit can The list coveis a wide range of
e filed for the alienation of Ken- service.
drick's affections when Mrs. KenInformation blanks mav be ob
driek spoke freely to every one of tained from S. 11. Kitsch, local
the fact that she wanted to divorce secretary, having offices in tho
him."
forest service Tniilding.
-
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September

you too
much to live?

If you want to save on clothing, groceries, entertainment,
home building and planning,
furnishing, and the cost of
living generally, Good Housekeeping will help you. It will
bring joy and order into your
home. In the big September
issue, 62 features and 7 stories.

How about taking

home tonight ?

a

copy

Good Housekeeping
out
today

FLEES MURDERERS

FLOODS

Dinner Dance
OF DELEGATES TO CONVENTION

IN HONOR

ARMORY HALL

'

28.i 1922

AUGUST

PLATES, $1.50.

h

s

WOMEN'S ASSOCIATION

State of New Mexico

Continued from rage One.)

(II; The Associated I'rms.)
Bisbee, Ariz., Aug. 22.
A cloudburst,
the worst in
more than ten years, early this
evening flooded Bisbee, Lowell
and Warren, caused property
damage of thousands of dollars and delayed inter-cit- y
street railway traffic, for at
least 12 hours. Flood waters,
pouring down from the mountains on three sides of the city
transformed every street In the
business district into a mountain torrent, flooding dozens
and the first
of basements
floors of a score of business
houses. An hour after the rain
subsided, water was running
from one to three feet deep
every
practically
through
street.
blowMine and fire whistles
ing flood warning as the cloud
liii rst over the lower end of
Tombstone canyon and was
carried through the district by
a terrific wind, gave notice of
storm and
the approaching
probably resulted in the saving of many lives.
Only a few small clouds were
over Bisbee at 6:15 this evenFifteen minutes later
ing.
up
heavy black clouds rolled
from the south and soon the
For
city was in
five minutes the air was still,
then the darkness was cut by
flashes of lightning and the
stillness broken by the roar of
wind and thunder.
A heavy cloud skimmed the
top of Bucky O'Neill mountain,
towering above Bisbee to the
south and suddenly broke directly over the mining section
of the city. Mining and power
plant engineers, realizing the
danger, pulled whistle cords
down and held them open for
fifteen minutes. Automobile
parking places and streets in
the business district were hastily vacated.
For twenty minutes the roar
of wind nnd rain drowned out
all other sounds but the dismal
warning of the whistles and the
crash of tons of boulders that
washed dowrv the mountain
sides and gulches.
Brewery Gulch suffered most
from the storm. Patrons of
restaurant fled for their lives
when a wall of water swept
down the gulch and rushed into the restaurant, filling the
place to the level of counter
and table tops in a few moments.
Many merchants prevented
greater damage by hurriedly
piling sacks of sand in front
of their stores when the first
warning was sounded by the
whistles.
When the storm had subsided nnd practically every resident of the district braved the
rain to check up the damage,
they found water pouring down
tho streets, car tracks covered
with boulders and debris, automobile traffic almost impossible becauso of the debris in
tho streets and many houses
and buildings on the sides of
tho canyons and gulches tottering on their foundations.
Street railway officials said
It would be impossible to clear
tho tracks of the WarrenLowell-Bisbe- e
line before

6:30 P. M.

Plates Must Be Reserved by August 25.
Wire Mrs. W. C. Reid, Albuquerque for Reservations

Who Wrote This Letter?
Ilbufuetfue.

N

H

$30,000,000.

Prof. AlbertEinstein, scientist of
relativity fame, has fli 1 Berlin Jo BRITISH G0LFIST IS
escape assassination at the harfJs
DEFEATED BY HAGEN
of the murderers of Dr. Rathenau.

s.

It

to

that

was rumored

Einstein was

their next victim. Professor
Ludendori is director of the Potsbe

dam observatory where the Einstein
theory is to be demonstrated. ..

OF

PREDICTIONS

PEACE ARE

RAIL

ALL

-

BUNK--L0RE- E

(Continued from

rage

One)

returning seniority rights to the
strikers.
Although Mr. Lores today dls
claimed any intention of putting
the brakes on strike negotiations
after declaring that "this talk of
peace is all bunk,'' other members
of the eastern presidents'
voicing similar views, indicated they will enter tomorrow's
conference as a "bloc" to oppose
any plan for restoration of seniority.

Despite continued assertions of
rail chiefs that they will enter tho
conference tomorrow without having before them any definite phase
y
of their executive committee's
conference with the big five
last week, reports persist in labor
circles that several such proposals
were laid before the carrier representatives.
Itcstoratton of Seniority.
In each case full restoration of
seniority was said to havo been
tho outstanding feature. One such
plan, revealed in labor sources, tonight was said to have been written by Secretary of Commerce
Hoover and an official of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers., containing provisions similar to President Harding's last
proposal, cloaked in new words.
Wages, working conditions and
farming out of shop work would
be referred to the railroad labor
board for readjustment, according
to this plan, it was said.
On the seniority question, strikers would return with full rights
as of July 1. Loyal employes would
retain former rights, plus rights
NO NEW EVIDENCE WILL since July 1. New men, taken on
was called would
BE BROUGHT OUT IN THE since the strike
have rights dating from July 1.
DAY CASE, IS BELIEF Under this plan, the strikers would
lose seniority rights for only eight
ntv 'rikla.. Ausr. 22. weeks the strike has been in
riMif thnt thf renort nf the army progress.
board, which investigated the killing here of Lieutenant Colonel Paul MOTOR TRUCKS WILL
Ward
Beck, by Jean P. uay,
BE USED TO HANDLE
wealthy attorney and oil man,
would "not
bring out any new
MAILS INJTHE SOUTH
evidence'' upon which the civil
nnnlit
nroceed further
(Uy The Asaticiufed Tirtl.)
against Mr. Day was expressed to
Cincinnati, Ohio, fcug. Vi (by tho
day by County Attorney jjorrem Associated Tress.)
it. N. Bird,
Hughes.
of mails in the
superintendent
unconfirmed
report3
Kegarding
district, announced here
that the army board findings sub- southern that
acting on advices from
mitted today to Secretary of War tonight
l! Wntse. chief clerk of the
W
Wnnlo rlpurs Lieutenant Colonel
service at Louisville,
mail
railway
toward thnf
Heck of any misconduct
"tiie situation on tho bouthern
Day's wife and attacks me veruiui
was becoming acute," due to strike
of the coroner's jury which exon conditions
and that train service
erated Day, the county attorney
be discontinued on approxi
might
tns
time
learned
at
the
said he
mately 614 miles or me rauroau,
army board closed Its Investigations
had taken steps to meet the
that it had found nothing which he
by handling local mails
was not disclosed at the coroner's emergency
with a thoroughly organized motor
inquest.
service.
Tho onth-- investigation dv the truck
army was a move to clear the name
MAN WHO PRETENDED TO
of Beck so that his heirs coma
the nrmv insurance," said BE SANTA FE OFFICER
County Attorney Hughes.
HELD IN JHECITY JAIL
cm-le-

REPUBLICAN

settlement of the strike. We regard tho settlement as a compromise measure, agreed to solely as
a matter of expediency. One result
of this fight will be legislation to
prevent such strikes In the future
I am sure."
With Governor Small having appointed his committees to supervise priority orders for coal, Dr. F.
C. Honnold, secretary of the Illinois
association, preCoal Operators'
dicted the coal rationing in the
state will be over in two months, if
the railroads can handle the output
of the mines.
1
Discussing the loss in Illinois
from the strike, Dr. Honnold'a
statement said:
"Deducting Sundays, the actual
working days lost since April 1
were 129, and according to past
experiences, the mines would have
worked about three days a week,
The average
or sixty-fiv- e
days.
dailv earnings of Illinois miners
for 1921 was ?8.60, or $1.07',4 cents
an hour.
He estimated the loss to the In- dividual miner on this basis at $559
for the period or $50,310,000 for tho
Tho
90,000 miners in the state.
idle day cost to the mining com$25,000,000.
estimated
he
at
panies
He said the consumers have prob-- 1
ably paid an average lexcess In
Prof. Albert Einstein, in white suit. price and freight of $3 a ton for!
10,000,000 tons, a probable total of
taming with Prof. Ludendori.

I 01
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MINE WHISTLES
ARE SOUNDED FOR
MINERS TODAY

GERMAN SCIENTIST

INJURED IN FALL CLOUDBURS T

WAKEFELD

'August 23, 1922.

two-da-

-(

'Y.

CATTLE SANITARY
BOARD TO HOLD A
SPECIAL MEETING
Membe. i of the New Mexico cattle sanitary loard will hold a special meeting at the office here September 8. Notices of the meeting
were sent to all members yesterday following a conference between
Secretary M, G. Keenan and B. C. Nikolai NUtolajewitech
Krestinsky.
Mossman, president of the board,
who arrived here yesterday morni, mw. . .
xxxvauuBlty, WHO Wit'
ng.
It Is the intention of the officers ioyn the confidence of the soviet
to transact all routine business to leaders in Russia, has juBt been
date as v.ell as any special business named Russian amb..ssndor to Berwhich members may care to bring lin. He frill take up hie duties at
up at this time. .

nortec
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Cheyenne,

XXX

Wyo., Aug.

22.

The above 'is published with the belief that it will lead to the arrest of
the writer. There are not a great many people in Albuquerque capable of
writing or printing such a letter. It was evidently donev by some one who

Re

scattered precincts
657
of
precincts
Wyoming's
showed CVwernor Kobert D. Ca
rey, former progressive and per
sonal friend of Theodore Roosevelt, nearly 200 votes behind John
W. Hay, known as a "regular"
turns from

republican

28

habitually prints a great deal, and there is no doubt a great amount of his
work in the hands of various people in this city. Anyone
having in his pos-

in tho republican race
for governor. The
Hay, 461; Carey.' 289.

for nomination
vote was:

I

ft word to the Wtsc

REGULAR REPUBLICAN
LEADINGIN WYOMING

session any report, letter or other writing similar to the above will be promot-in- g
the ends of justice by turning the same over to the United States
's
mar-shal-

office.
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Cigarette
It's toasted. This
one extra process
gives a rare and
delightful quality
-Impossible to
duplicate.
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SHOP WORKER IS HELD
Joy Burns, the man who
AFTER SHOOTING OF A wasH. arrested
C. H. CARNES
.viontiay
mgni oy
SPECIALIST IN OCTCAB
STRIKER DURING ATTACK Santa Fe Special Officerin Beach,
REFRACTION
police
yesterday pleaded guilty
court to a charge of impersonat- ' 107 8. Fourth. Phone 105J-A. Tt. Fleming, a Santa Fe shop
will
man
The
be
an
officer.
ing
employe at Raton, has been
held pending an investigation.
u
tiie result of the shooting When
arrested Burns said that ho
in that city on Saturday night of was a Santa Fe special officer.
.lack KihH, a striner.. ioai"8 Yesterday he declared be was a
to an official report of the affair hunter who had been abandoned
received here by the Santa Fe by an auto party in Santa Fe.
railway attorneys, Fleming and six
other shop employes were on their
t
tv,
hnn when they were SOVIETS APPOINT
PAINT
GLASS
attacked by a crowd of strikers
' ENVOY

TO BERLIN

'

Mac fey

W H Smith

ny The Astoclnted PrtM.)
Itye, N. Y., Aug. 22. Staging a
spectacular comeback after starting the last nine holes four down,
Waiter Hagen, liritish open golf
defeated Abo
today
champion,
Mitchell, crack British professional,
to
one
two up and
play, in a thirty-si- x
hole matcn over the links of the
Westchester Biltmore club.
Hagen was one up on Mitchell at
the end of the first eighteen holes,
but his game collapsed on the first
nine holes of the afternoon round
and the British star quickly ran up
a big lead.
starting the last nine witn tno
formidable handicap of four down,star unthe American home-bre- d
corked a rally characteristic of his
best performances in links. Hagen
won the tenth, eieventn, mirieemn
and fourteenth holes to even tno
score and become one up in the ,
fifteenth, when ho holed out in
two. The sixteenth was naivea ana
putt to
Unpen ran down a
capture the seventeenth and the
match.

nt

numbering about 2D. r iemingbeat- s
knocked down and waa being
en when he drew a gun and shot
F.Uis was not badly inKills.
jured. The crowd of strikers lett
when the shooting began.
a
ini,aatirr:ittnn nf the affair IS
will
being pushed. What theit result
is known
be is not forecast, but
.v.o. mimher nf disturbances
,u
reported from Raton since the
strike began is growniK
be
indication of what action might ...
taken was given, Dut Lapiam r e,
C Reld, attorney for the Santa
said yesterday that some form of
be taken to
stringent action may Raton.
end the violence In

LB

I
I

te n

II

any aiuauiuitt?

the mountain$:the b&choj

J

i:1

oTxcursionte
paityjo September 30; "Final
jretumlimit October 5HQaa
?

PLASTER

CEMENT

GMCanyoa
NaMalPavk

Albuquerque
Lumber Co.
423 North First Street

canbcvisuGdi

bymakia;
'short sidatrip

Window Shades
We Carry the

You will enjoy ' reading cut,
"Californis Picture Book" K
and "Grand Canyon OutirJ
folder. . Free on request.

CRESCENT
Handmade Unfilled

Tint
Thla famous brand represents
the highest quality hand made
translucent window shade.
We also carry the hand made
oil opaque.
Let us give you an estimate
and furnish samples. Twelve
colors to select from.

Anderson Bros.
niONE

3T0.J.

R. W. HOYT, Agent,
Phone 204.

Albuquerque,

N. M.

'
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WIZARD PERFECTS
MACHINE TO TAKE
POWER FROM AIR

s USPECTED

running vessel

142 GOLFERS TO

4

0. P.

G.

mm lis
Landed at Long Beach
After Having Been Res-- ,
cued From the Crippled

NATIONAL

PARTICIPATE

STATE RULE
1

G.

0. P.

II

0

LAIS PLANS FOR

WESTERN M

T

STATE CAMPAIGN

nj Th. A.norlnltd Frma.)
State Convention Held in Tournament Opens Today
Columbus, O., Aug. 22. Wi'h
Over the Difficult Oak- the slogan "Stand by the President
Ohio; Pomerene's Appearance Is the Signal for
land Hills Country Club and tlio National Administration,"

Ohio republican leaders came here
today and laid their plans for the
lal" "U'a"Kn which will termi- IJv Tlie As.oclated Prcm.)
(Br The Anaoclatfd Vrnt.)
Pren.)
(By The
New York. Aug. 22. Tho story
Columbus, O., Aug. 22 (by the
Detroit, llich.. Aug. 22 (by thelnate at the polls on November 7.
The
records Associated Press). With appro- Associated Press).
told by three men landed at Long
Congressman Simeon D. Fess,
of the republican administrations lmaceiy
goirers entered, the the party nominee for United
Beach eaily this morning by a susand
national
in
slate
both
western
tournament will
open
pected rum running schooner atter
and the reduction of taxes start tomorrowgoirover the difficult States senator, sounded the keyhaving been rescued from the cripin Ohio, were set forth by demo Oakland
Hills
club note of the campaign in a speech
toCountry
pled seaplane Ambassador II
crats in their state convention course with indications
the before the republican state conthat
of
attention
night attracted the
here today as the main issues of three-day- s
of play will produce vention at Memorial hall.
prohibition headquarters. announcthe coming political campaign.
some of the keonest
Shortly before the convention
of
State Director Parsons
The platform, adopted speedily the season, despite theshooting
fact that convened at 4 o'clock th state
ed that all circumstances surroundand without amendment, touched neither Walter
committee selected William!
llagen, British open central
ing the plane's adventures would"
H. Miller of Columbus as chairman
upon other issues but dwelt in the and western open
or
title
holder,
he thoroughly Investigated. Major
main upon alleged mismanage
Sarazen, American open pro- of tho campaign committee.
ment of both state and national Gene
Bernard I. Smith, operating - head
Tho convention, after listening
fessional champion are among the
hich
of the aeromarine airways,
affairs by republicans.
to tho keynote address and a:
owns the Ambassador II and other
The appearance at the conven- entrants.
The entire list Is made up pri- speech by Senator AVillis, recessed
commercial planes, promised every
tion of Senator Atiee Pomerene
until 10 o'clock tomorrow mornand of marily of middle westerners and ing,
candidate for
Frederick L. Eubeltr.
possible aid.
when a platform will be adoptA. V. Donehy, the party a stand easterners, both amateurs and pro- ed.
The fate of the plane, abandoned.
After adopting a declaration
Frederick L. Enbeler, twenty ard bearer on the state ticket, fessionals. The south and far woct of
It was said, when the unnamed
principles, the convention will
schooner, as mysterious as the fly- four, Brooklyn electrical wizard, was the signal for vociferous virtually are unrepresented.
adjourn and the campaign will
Course Is Hard.
the has
a machine, he says, cheers. Mention of the names of
ing Dutchman, hadnotpicked up
is baked and as hard be on.
been estab- whichperfected
utranded trio, has
will take electric current Woodrow Wilson and James M. as The eourso for
Work of drafting the platform
there has been no
concrete,
also brought enthusiastic
lished. The trio, who said the from the air and utilize it to gen- Cox
rain worth mentioning for nearly was begun here early today by
schooner had slipped away after erate light and power. The ma- demonstrations.
The hard fairwajs Congressman Fcss and Colonel
Beyond reaffirmation of the na- two months.
nelling them a dory for J25 and chine can be built for 75.
Tho republican plattional platform of 1920. the state are corrugated with deep sand pits Thompson.
letting them row ashore, declared
not
backed
mention
by high bunkers and soma form will contain strong indorseplatform today did
the small boat had been swamped
the league of nations. Nor was of the holes the traps are so close ments of tho national and state
on touching the beach in the high
enforcement
among together that there is no clear administrations.
prohibition
,sea. and also had been abandoned. GALLUP ROAD TO
In sounding the keynote of the
the subjects directly
discussed. pathway to a green.
From the fact that the schooner
The
in
the senate
The greens
are wonderfully campaign "Stand by tho Presi
Newberry fight
was unmarked and the reticence of
also was ignored excepting for smooth and fast. All nre rolling, dent and tho National Admin
the skipper, Major Smith Inferred
Fess
brief mention.
One p'ank pro- however, making control of putts istration"
Congressman
that she wag a liquor smuggler,
SNAKE
DANCE IS vided for "proper recognition"
of difficult.
outlined tho accomplishment of th:3
many of which have been reportretho
the
of
veterans
of
services
the
ed off the Long Island shore. He
Today Jock Hutchison of Chi- republican congress and
war by the national gov cago,
publican national administration
Laurie
of
added that he had been told the
Ayton
Chicago,
himernment.
Pat Doyle of St.
crew looked like Cubans. "I have
Mike Brady under President Harding,
Charges against tho republi- or mo local club Louis,
G
not yet read the entire story," said
and Johnny Rog- self an ohioan.
Coboth
at
cans,
Washington and
ers of
hooked up in five- ,Mr. Parsons, "but I have read
lumbus, included statements that some. Dayton,
CEILING COLLAPSES
enough to believe that an investigahave
been
unable
"they
utterly
tion is necessary. It will be started
Tho western open tournament It
the problems of decided
BURYING 5 WORKMEN
at once and we will complete it be- Tourists Can Leave Gallup to grapple with that
differently from any other
government,"
they were tournament
fore we make any reports."
in the country.
There
on
"more
intent
aggranpersonal
As Late as Friday Morn dizement
The latest
(lljr Tlie Aisocinted Trfe.)
drama of the sea'
of play, each
and on plunder for a are only three days
New York, Aug. 22. Five workwhich attracted nationwide attenplayer Hhootlng an
qualifyretinue
of corrupt hangers-o- n
and
Reach
Hotavilla
ing
the
beneath
were
men
buried
when
the United States navy-waon each of the first two
tion,
than on good government," and ing round,
directed to assist in search for
in Time for Dance.
days. On the third day. all but wreckage of a decorative ceiling
failed
in
that
their
obliga"they
the plane missing for forty-thre- e
for the first two todav. when the dining room of the
tions and pledges by a policy of the low thirty-tw- o
street and
Claridge. at Forty-fourt- h
hours, was full of action. But the
Tourists leaving Gallup as lato vacillation indefiniteness and even days drop out. These thirty-tw- o
was
told to the press, not by is
story
thirty-siBroadway collapsed with a roar
score
for
the
play
lack
of
holes,
should
arrive
sincerity."
Friday morning
blocks.
for
could
o
the pilot, mechanician and passen- at Hotavilla
be
heard
which
holes including the
The pending tariff bill came In seventy-twin time to see the Ilopi
One of the workmen was unconger who figured in tho trip, but by Indian snake dance Saturday,
ac for general condemnation. In the two rounds of qualifying
play
officials of the company in a pre- cording to information
it was described
as counting for tho total. The tour- scious when they were dug out of
received platform
pared statement, which told of the from the Gallup chamber of com "outrageous" while Senator Pom- nament ends Friday night, barring the debris.
members of a conFourteen
enhardships they presumably
erene, in his address, characteri- ties, which would be played off
merce yesterday.
countered in fighting the waves
tractor's crew engaged in altering
chamber of commerce of zed the bill as the "greatest Saturday.
Gallup
after they dropped into the sea ficials state that the distance from piece of 'pork barrel' legislation
the dining room rushed from the
Chirk Evans Tailored.
with motor trouble from a height Gallup to Hotavilla is
in the history of congress."
Tho entry list shows a fair building before tho pall of dust
of 1,200 feet. Late today none of ly 136 miles and that approximatesprinkling of amateurs, but Chid: fettled over the scene. Without the roads are
the trio had been located.
Evans is the only non-pressiona waiting for a roll call, they disapin good condition1
on the entire 12 BOMBS EXPLODE IN
rise to
entry with an international reputa- peared in the crowds, giving
Gallup route.
that a score were
FORMER CHAPLIN OF
RESIDENTIAL
SECTION tion. Chick will arrive tomorrow early reports
Gallup service car drivers guar
antee speedy and comfortable pass
morning, which will bo in ample missing in the crash.
THE HOUSE, 79, DIES age from
OF SAN BERNARDINO time
for him to tee oft at 2:15 with
Gallup to snake dance,
John Farrell, the young profesBOLSHEVIST FLAG IS
before 8
leaving here
anytime
Auioclafed
(By The AiBoclated Fran.)
1h
(By
PreM.)
sional from the Quaker Ridge club
o'clock Friday morning and arrivDISPLAYED EVERYWHERE
22. Ttev. ing at Hotavilla
San Bernardino, Calif., Aug. 22. at Mameronerk, N. Y. Jock HutchWashington,
Aug.
In time for the
Twelve bombs exploded on Sixth ison and Mike Brady tee oft tit
Henry N. Couden, aged 79. blind antelope dance and the snake dance
IN MEXICO-BIELASchaplain of the house of represent- the following day," a wire received street In the northwestern section 10:30 a. m. Emmott French, if
atives for twenty-fiv- e
of
the
residential
years until here from Gallup stated.
district here Youngstown, O., who was finalist
(Bt The A.ractatnl PreM.)
February 28, 1921, died today at it Is pointed out by the Gallup shortly before 10 o'clock tonight, In the Pittsburgh professlonrl
his residence at Fort Mvcr. 'Vir chamber
Washington, Aug. 22. A. Bruce
scores
of
men. women tournament, is paired with Kob
terrorizing
of
commerce
the
'that
vice president of a New
TTo
Blelaskl.
had been ill nearly nine Santa Fe railroad has advertised and children, who rushed into the McDonald of Chicago, to ptart at
ginia.
York oil company nnd formerly
months, but the immediate cause the Gallup route to the snake dance streets.
10:35 a. m.
of investigation
of his death was bronchial pneu as desirable from the
The bomlos. police snid, were
The failure of Hagcn to come chief of the tureau
monia.
in rags and thrown on the has caused considerable comment. of the department of justice, who
or equipment, distance standpoint
and road wrapped
bandits
was
recently
Kr. Couden was born in Indiana conditions.
lawns of Santa
kidnaped by
Fe employes' It was generally expected that he
in Mexico, but escaped, conferred
and was educated in the state
homes. Fragments broke windows would defend
his
title,
especially
school for the blind at Columbus.
in several houses but, so far as since the tournament is being at the state department today with
CARS
O., and the divinity school of St. REFRIGERATOR
could be learned, no one was
Hughes, Under SecreSecretary
played in his old home town and tary
Matthew
Hanna,
lAWrence university at Canton. N.
Phillips,
ARE
NEEDED
TO
him
entered
which
at
SHIP
club
the
T and was ordained a Universal- chief of the Mexican affairs divisent
He
won
when
last
he
year.
officials.
1st clergyman in 1878.
CALIFORNIA
FRUIT EXPLOSION
word that he was tied up with ex- sion, and othtrthe ouestion of recOCCURS AT
Concerning
hibition matches which he could
ognition of the Obregon governC. & A. ROUND HOUSE not afford to cancel.
MEN TO
Washington, Aug. 22. The inthe
Mr. Bielaski
terstate commerce
The Oakland Hills course totals ment that it was "Inexpressed
safe handR."
LAUNCH A "TOULOUSE was urged to order thecommission
allocation
The ninth and seven opinion
East St. Louis, II!.. Aug. 25.
6,803 yards.
"Tou may see the Mexican flag
to California of as many refrig A tremendous
FOR CONGRESS" BOOM erator
which teenth greens, listed as 210 and 191 in some place," ho said, "but the
cars as are available and shook buildings explosion
situated on Bolshevist emblem Is seen everyare
a
within
respectively,
radius
yards,
as soon as possible today by Sen- of three miles occurred
at the hills so high that it takes a wood- where, on the streets and in public
The meeting of
men ator Shortridgo of that
state in a
which is booked for tonight for letter to Chairman MeChord of round house of the Chicago and en shot which ordinarily would places of all sorts."
railroad at the south end carry 235 yards or more to re.ich
the purpose of launching a "Ma- the commission after conferences Alton
five miles north of them. Each must be carried on
Venice,
jor J. H. Toulouse for congress- with members of tho commission. of
before midnight the fly because of the traps.
here, shortly
man" boom, will be held at 112 Vi
Senator
Shortridge
explained
Woman Thinks She Can't
eeverai
sucks or aynamlte were
South First street at 8 o'clock, that he had received
telegrams
on
thrown
the
roof,
to
according to SIX DEFAULTED BONDS
an announcement from California growers and shipaccording
Talk Enough.
made yesterday. It had been pre- pers of perishable fruits savinir Tardmaster J. E. Redmond. About
"I had gall stones for 14 years
FOUND IN POSSESSION
viously decided to hold the meet- the condition was critical because twelve men were at work in the
and suffered . severely from gas.
roundhouse, but whether anyone
of interrupted railroad
ing in the open air near the
was hurt could not be definitely
OF WOMAN ARRESTED colic and indigestion.
Doctors
hotel.
learned.
wanted me to go to the hospital,
but I took Mayr's Wonderful
(By The Auoclnttd Prnt.)
Pueblo, Colo., Aug. 22. With Remedy instead, and am now feelthe arrest here late this afternoon ing fine and better than I ever
of a woman giving the name of did. I can't talk enough about
Grace Hays of Topeka, Kans., po this remedy."
It is a simple,
lice believe they have In custody harmless preparation that reone of the persons connected with moves the catarrhal mucus from
the selling of defaulted bonds t,t the intestinal tract and allays the
the Chicago, Rock Island and J'a Inflammation which causes prac
In her tically all stomach, liver and Inctfto Railway company.
possession, according to the police, testinal ailments,
including apdefaulted
of
these
six
she had
One dose will conpendicitis.
bonds of twenty dollar denominavince or money refunded. For
tion. She is believed to be ac- sale by Briggs' Pharmacy and
companied by a man, whose ar- druggists everywhere.
rest is momentarily expected by
tho police.
With the Incorporation of the
new company,
the name was
Dr. Oiu
putltlT
changed from "Railroad" to "Rail- pruuf
h. la abl to our
way" and bonds of the "railroad" tuberculoid
by Inhalation
some
In
were
defaulted.
company
In any cllmat.
manner, many of the defaulted
For further Information I
bonds were lost, falling into the .(1(1 reM THffl T. F. OLA8S I
MASON
hands of dishonest persons, it is INHALANT CO.,
BUILDINO, LOS ANO Bsaid.
ILES CALIFORNIA.
A national
detective
agency,
BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
which has been trailing persons
connected with the affair, declare
the woman arrested here is the
one-hors- e
same one for whom a search of
United States has been
the
tiH
say. She steadfastly denies
any guilt, claiming the bonds were
given her by an uncle in Topeka
This illustrates a faet that is keeping many doctors busy
Kans., whose name she would not
'
divulge. She was arrested as she 3oD.Ofatmatit Tilmm tu ... t
these days human bodies, like chaises, break down bea
t
was leaving a local hank, the third
disto
in
visited
she
cause some
had
attempts
as strong as the others.
atpose of the bonds, in which
tempts, however, she was not,,

Seaplane Ambassador.

Vociferous

Cheers.

Course

at Detroit.

Asux-late-

s,

VM

iu

HARBOR OF NAPLES IS
PRACTICALLY
UNDER
CONTROL OF FASCISTI

towns in central
and southern
CAR SERVICE
Kansas, according to reports reTIED
UP YESTERDAY
ceived here.
Pittsburg reported
100
and Emporia lu4.
FOR SEVERAL HOURS both degrees
being new records for the
A government
thermoslimmer.
(By The Amoclnloil PreM.)
Due to mechanical trouble with meter on a street in Wichita regNaples, Aug. 22. The harbor of one of the machines at the
107.
istered
plant
Naples is practically under the 'if the Albuquerque Gas and ElecEarly today showers fell st vacontrol of the fusclsti. One shed tric company yesterday morning, rious points in Kansas and
Klec-iistreet
on
c
car service
the City
alone is held by the communists.

STREET

company lines was tied up from
The fascist! occupied most of the
o'clock until almost noon. The
it.
port after storming
current was suddenly shut off and
stopped several cars near the end
of
London, Aug. 22. A coniph te andthe lines at Harelas, Old Town
University Heights.
military occupation of the port ut
Naples was ordered today folio
or
a series
clashes between the HEAT RECORDS FOR THE
fascistl and tho police, according
to a dispatch to the Exchange TelSUMMER ARE BROKEN
egraph from Rome. The fascis-ta number of ships In
had seiz(By The Auorhited PreM.)
the harbor, says the dispatch, and
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 22.
this forced the authorities to adopt Heat records for the summer
wore broken today in several
rigid measures.

FLOWERS WINS DECISION'.
Juarez, Mexico, Aug. 22. Tiger
Flowers of Atlanta, Ga., negro
middleweight, outpointed and won
the decision of the referee over
Andy Kid Palmer, white middleweight of El Paso, Texas, at the
d
end of a
bout
here tonight at ICO pounds, weight
being made at 3 o'clock this
one-side-

Want Ads Bring Quick Results

1

ALBUQUERQUE, N.MEX.
AN OLD STORE WITH A NEW

AUGUST CLEARANCE

SPIRIT

SALE

NEW FALL DRESSES
MARVELOUS VALUES

REPORTED

12'95

s

Wool Poiret, Wool Crepe, Wool
Serge, Canton Crepe and Crepe de
Chine.

x

j

On Sale Wednesday
Shades of Navy, Black, Brown and
Wine;. Beaded, Plain and Fancy

Braided Models. Velvet Ribbon
Trims.
They won't last long at
this price, so be here when the
doors open at 8:30 a. m.

cld'berhsements
Tell You

The Old

what to buy
how to buy
where to buy
when to buy

Carriage Maker

Had an
Important Truth

TUBERCULOSIS

A O make each; part as strong as the rest," was
his way of "building a wonderful,
chaise that wouldn't wearout
judgment day."

-

part isn't
Very often it's because of
food, lacking in
6ome important element of nutrition. This is especially true
of ills developed in childhood, and carried on through life.'

that world-famouready-to-ecereal,
brings the plan of building each part as strong as the rest-- to
serve human need. Grape-Nut- s
contains all the nutriment of those best of the field grains, f wheat and barley,'
including the vital mineral elements, and it is a wonderful
food for building and sustaining health and strength.
The delicious flavor and crispness of Grape-Nut- s
make
it a welcome dish whenever you're hungry.
Grape-Nut- s,

s,

Grape'Nuts
"There's

at

THE BODY BUILDER

a Reason"

Postum Cereal Co. Inc., Battle Creek, Mich.

mail-poli- ce

WELL

KNOWN MINING
ENGINEER, 80, DIES

San Francisco. Calif.. Aug. 22.
widely
Gardner
F. Williams,
known mining engineer, who for
18 years was general manager of
the De Beers Consolidated mines,
Ltd., of London, which at one
time, it was said, produced 95
per cent of the diamond yield of
the world, died here today at the
home of his daughter, Mrs. M.
Eyre Pinckard, Mr. Williams was
80 yeara old. He had been ill for
nine months.

GEERS DRIVES PACER
TO A WORLD'S RECORD
Aurora, 111., Aug. 22. E. H.
(Pop) Geers had a great day of
it today at the central states fair
on a day designated aa Pop Geers
day, with Governor Small and
15,000 cheering folks looking on
the old master drive his little
to a
4
pacer Sanardo,
1:59
world's mile record of 2:02 4
for a gelding over a half mile
track, and winning the final race
in the
2:16 trot with Anna

riiclpa,

Cuticura Soap
The Velvet Touch
For the Skin

1

cAdverttsements

Sale

You

Come in and Inspect
Our Modern Safety

Deposit Vaults

For a moderate charge
per year you may secure
a box in this vault providing ample storage for

jewelry, valuable papers,
oonas and other securities, to which you have

access at all times during
business hours.

First Savings Bank

time
trouble
money

and

Trust Company
Ar.Bl'Qt'ERQlTE.

N. M.

Read the Advertisement'

Regularly

J)
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THREE OF A KIND THAT ANY MANAGER WOULD LIKE

BROWNS HAMMER

mm

is
9

5;

TIN

uing llic first, 4 to 2, while the sce- ii
was an easy victory I'm- thy
White. ,So:, 3 lo 0.
Itolii'i-tsoill tin: first, being Mioni; in tin- pinches, '.vluiu
lAliick was a mz.le
for 'he drift's
in tin- second. A loom' tun insido
'
I'.lKin
llio k
iiy featured
ly
t
the. first contest,
P.. It. I".
First game Scire:
t

(

i

Sox Also Make FOLir Washington .01 10" Olx 4 10 0
.Vhih A irl in khuwUn: jmimtiwh, Hodge and
Prrnrc
ami (iharrity.
l'jSt.h;ll.. siogna
n. u. i
Thfiir Downta : sis er si smmd
(inn
hicayo ....
Game.
Features
una
Hill
.ihiii
Playing
Washington

Red

t'V
L'.U
4

I

IVnX

I

a-o-

o imi

n.--

t

;;

(i

2

(I

(By The

Am-liiln-

2

:-v--

:

22.
St.
Louis
Boston, Auk
riilluilolpliin,
pounded Pcnnock for mmcph lutnj lictroti.
Del'liila."ldi.a, ra., Auk.
and the lied Sox made four errors. troit
won both
ends of a double
the result being n
victory ;or header iroiii IMiiladolpliia today, 6
the Browns. Sislrr'n
Home runs hy
to 1 and 17 lo 3.
play was the outstanding feature ol 'eaeh and Bine and a wild pitch
decided
tho
Jla
loo
opening game,
n generally plow and
by
ly
was banished for tho first
Score:
lime ill Ids major league career
l.oiii".
a. 1:. for protesting
A Ii. K. 11.
against Blue's
n
"
tlie result of a bleacher fan
"
4
'homer,
2
Tobin, if
out and pulling in the
0 reaching
2
2
Foster, "b
3
ilcilm.inu got his nineteenth
'
ball.
"
'
Sisder lb
n
'home
"
t
run and Herman Pillette, the
2
3
Jacobson. rf .
hurler, won his
Tiger
McJIaiiiis, 2h . . r, a n' 2 3 n j out hf
"
seventeenth
K
... t
ganio of the season in
Williams,
0 the second rame.
4
"
2
Severcld, c
'
T!. It. K.
First gune Score:
t Gerber, s;
202 101
1
4
Detroit
0000 118 10
Shocker, ri
Philadelphia. 200 U00 104
Dauss and Bassler;
Batteries:
I'l
H :t 11 t
Total?
Hasty and Perkins, Bruggy.
Second game Score: -. 11. H. E.
All. 11. If. 1". A V..
.0.0
102
17 17 2
0. Detroit
4
Lcibold. f
n
3
9 7
0
Philadelphia. (ion 000 210
Menoskv, if ... 4 0n
Pillette and Woodall:
4
Batteries:
in 2 1
Burns, lb
"
"
'J
4
otehum,
Ogdon end
Naylor,
Pratt. 2h
0
0
4
0
Druggy.
Harris, If
2
2
4
Fcwstor. 3b ...
fi
2
r,
2
Mitchell, ss
n
- " n
Walter, c
3
'
2
Pennook r.
r
1
"
"
xJ. Collins
--

?5

;

vj

MivU
nnd Schalk;
Batteries:
'l ancis, Krieksun and Clliurrity.

Prrn.)

l
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VtSTER- -

:!

1

l
7 27 19
4
"'J
Totals
x Batted f.u- Waller in ninth.
Bv innings:
1"" n.11 onn fi
St. Louis
0M 00 000 4
Boston
e
hits Sev- Summarv:
ereid. Gerber. Burn?. Three-bnshit Pennnok. Stolen base Incnh-non- .
Sacrifices Walters. Mitchell.
Pouble ; lay Mitchell
Jacobson.
to Pratt to Burns. Base on balls
.
1: rennoek. ?,. Struck
Off Shoek-prout By Shocker, 3; rennnek. 4
Time 2:02.

PAYSUlTS

-

1

i.

only Bush's fifth defeat in twenty-fiv- e
games. Tho defeat decreased
Xew Y'ork's lead in the American
league to a half game. Title pitched a remarkable game for the visitors, holding N'ew York to two lilts.
After the first Inning only two
Yankees reached
first, both on
bases on balls. Seorp:
Cleveland
IT.

po.

a

2

1

4

0

n

4

1

1

1

1

4

2

2

3

0
0

0
n

0
2

S

2

0

12

1

2
1

2

0

1

oj

AB. P..

.lamiesnn, If
Wambsganss.
Speaker, rf .
Gardner. 3b
J. Sewell. 8?.
Wood, rf ..
b
Mclnnis,
n'Neill, c .
Thle, P

4

n

3
3

0
n
n

1

t

0

1

1

.

t

2

613

.....36

Totals

13

4

.

A. K.

Now York.

0
0
0
o

-

mi:i:ica.

I.EACCE.

--

Philadelphia,

St. Louis,

l

7;

fl; Boston, 4.
0; New- - York,

Cleveland,
Washington,

I -- 3.

NATIONAL LEAGVE.

SOITII Kit X ASSOCIATION.
Nashville. 2; Atlanta. 4.
Little Bock, 1; Birmingham,
(No others scheduled).

Yolk
l.st. Louis
Chicago
Pittsburgh
'Cincinnati
Brooklyn
Philadelphia
Boston
New

COAST LKAGfE.
Los Angeles, 3; Sacramento,

(No others scheduled).

IT.
0

6
50

65
62

52
5 3

6

f5

4

40

59
70

37

74

55

Miuea xucffiN)
'l

WESTERN' LEAGEE.
Denver
Tulsa, 16-Des Moines-St- .
Joseph, rain
;
Oklahoma
'iniaha,
City.
Sioux City,
Wichita, 2

((00

.

..ooo

220 000
113 OOx

4
5

9
9

1

3

PO.

1

1

.

YANK

De'roit

. .

.

Cleveland .
.
Chicago
Washington
Philadelphia
Boston
.

.

.

.

62

59

.

.

5

S

60

55
4S

63

. .

45

72

.
.
. .

..

67

GAMES

1

p,

e

NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Brooklyn at Chicago.
Boston lit SI. Louis.
New York at Cincinnati.
Phir-delph- ia

at Pittsburgh.

AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Chicago at Washington..
St. Louis at Boston .
Detroit at Philadelphia.
Cleveland at New York.

Sa&d fer Its

pS

.

tkam 50 years

.

Grimes, lb .
Cnllnghan, rf
Miller,

If

Krug, 3b
(VParrell,
Aldrldge,
Osborne
zKriberg
Stueland,
zz Barber

..

...

c .
p .
p .
.

110
18
113

2
2
4
3
4

2
0
0
0

3
0
0

0

0

2
9

2

1

0

1

0
0

0

0
0

1

1

0

0

0

0

1

1

1
2
1

loooo
ooooi

.

p
.

.

.

4
8 27 13
34
Totals
0
Baited for Osborne in the
seventh.
7.7.
Batted for Stuelnnd in ninth.
By innings:
5
000 031 001
Brooklyn
000 200 020 4
Chicago
e
hits High,
Summary:
hchmandt, Terry, Grimes, B. Grif
fith. He.loeher.
Stolen base
Grimes. Sacrifices DeBerry, Cal- lagnan, mice. Ease on halls Off
Aiuruige, i; anre, 4. Struck out
By Aldrldge. 2: Vance, 9; stue-aln3.
Hits Off Aldrldge, 8 in
4
Osbo. ,e. 3 in 2
Rtue.
3.
Hits Off Aldrldge. 8 in
land,
Stueland.
Time 1:57.

z

Two-bas-

New York, 7; Cincinnati, 3.
Cincinnati, Ohio, Aug. 22. The
Giants inrreased their lead In the
National league race today to four
full games by beating the Reds, 7
to 3, while the Cardinals were
Idle.
Score;
N'ew York.
B. B. H. PO. A. K.
Bancroft, ss.
Oroh. 3b
iKrisch, lb...
Meusel, If...
Young, rf...
Kelly, lb...
Stengel, cf . .
Snyder, c...
McQuillan, p
Totals

39

7

Cincinnati.
Burns, rf
Daubert, lb....
Duncan, If
lloush, cf
Fonseca, 2b....
Margrave, c . . . .
Pinelli, 3b
Caveney, ss.,..
x Harper

A B. ft.
4
5
4

1

5

27

12

0

If PO. A. E.

4

4
4
3
2
o

Kimmick, as. . .
o
Couch, p
2
Keck, p
xxBressIer
Gillespie, p.... 0
xxxBohne
l
1

....

I!

I

J!!!
' Everywhere

"illlljfg

ANHEUSER-BUSCH-

,

Chas. I If eld Company
WholaaU Dittributof

Albuquerque, New Mexico

INC.. ST. LOUIS

Only the choicest of wholesome
materials are used in the "Crushes".
Their superior quality and unusual
deliciousness have made them the
of all
most called-fo- r
Be
sure
to get the
awe.
beverages.
Sold in bottles and also at fountains.

Pittsburgh..

201 001

4

OOx

10

Batteries: Meadows and
Morrison and Mattox.

1

3
35
Totals
9 27 15
1
x Batted for Caveney in sixth.
xx Batted for Keck in Blxth.
xxx Batted
for Gillespie in

ninth.

By innings:
New York
303 001 0007
Cincinnati
Oil ool 0003
e
Summary:
hits
Burns, Bancroft, Meusel, .Snyder.
Three-bas- e
hits Roush,
Pinelli.
Home run Bancroft. Stolen bases
Frisch. Double plays Pinelli to
Hargrave to Ponseca to Daubert to
Keck; Kimmick to Daubert; Bancroft to Frisch to Kellv. Base on
balls Off Couch. 2; Gillespie, 2;
2.
McQuillan,
Struck
out Bv
Keck. 2; McQuillan, 2. Hits Off
Couch, 9 in 2 3 innings; Keck. 4
In 3
Gillespie, 2 in 3. Losing
pitcher Couch. Time 2:01.
Two-bas-

Ingredient!

0

Hen-lin-

The three "Crush" drinks get their flavors from
the delicate fruit oils pressed from the fresh outer'
skins of oranges, lemons or limes, to which are
added juices from these fruits, cane sugar, U. S.
certified food color, carbonated water, and citric
acid the natural acid of oranges, lemons and runes.

PLAY WORTHY OF

5c

SI

NET TOURNET
Bj Th Associates rre.)
Boston, Mass., Aug. 22. Play
worthy of a championship marked
the advance to the third round todoubles title
day of tho national
tournament, in which representa
are contives of four countries
Tho Spanish Davis cup
tending.
team of Manuel Alonzo and Count
de Gomar was eliminated by the
1

Davis-Johnso-

12-1-

The fourth and fifth sets were
stubborn sessions, marked again by
placements from line or angle shots
that kept spectators on the qui vive,
but the collaboration of the brothers, their individual brilliancy and
their stamina proved too much for
their opponents. The scores of the
last two sets were
The defeat of Sam Hardy, former
and S. H.
Davis cup champion,
Voshell, of New York, by the national Junior champions, W. W.
and A. W.. Jones, of Providence, in the second round, was an
upset. The youngsters carried off
the first two sets on their original
were stopstroke impetus,
ped in a 6 set, but gathered 10--momentum again to win out at
The match which brought the
colors of Spain and of the United
States on the courts for a test
found Williams and Waehburn in
from the lapse
notable recovery
which cost them success in the recent Newport tournament.
Alonzo and de Gomar had both
the cunning of court strategy nnd
the flashy line play which marked
their recent unsuccessful match
with Australia, but the Americans.
pace, productive o
by changed
placements alike from gentle shove
forceful
drives, continued to
and
keep the visitors always on the

TheTe6Hive
By NOKM.AX E. BROAVX.

Failure of Art Oleson.
To maintain the great pace he
hit for Ty Cobb early in tho season hasn't hurt his prestige in Detroit. Cobb and Tiger fans believe
the young pitcher has the makings
of a great pltcer. it was too much
to expect that, in his lirat year up,
he could keep up the terrific gait
he set.
This is only Oleson's second year
In pro ranks. He Jumped from a
Pa.,
independent
Parkersburg,
team in 1920 to the Syracuse club
in the International League last
year and proceeded to draw attention.

He won 14 and lost 14 games

for Syracuse which was a worthy
effort considering that the team
In one
finished in sixth place.
game against Reading he fanned
in
the first five
10 players
eight

Innings.
He is a graduate of Cornell and
a native of South Norwalk, Conn.
Pittsburgh, 4: Philadelphia. S.
I'ittsburgh, Pa., Aug. 22. Time- - He was born September 12, 1890.

Distributed exclusivity ly

1
Coca-Co- la

'

Bottling Company
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Co.
The "Crush" flavors are prepared bv Orange-Crus- h
Send tor free paapUet, "How Orange-Crus- h

R.
M.

Essaying two matches each, the
Australian team of Gerald L. Patterson and Pat O'Hara Wood, and
the new Amerrcan combination of
W. M. Johnston and Wallace Johnson, did two days' work in one in
straight set victories over lesser opponents.
Dwight F. Davis and Holcombe
Ward, champions of nearly a quarter of a century ago, opposed tha
playing through champions, W. T.
Tlldcn II. and Vincent Richards.
The latter won.
The Kinsey brothers were forced
five sets by Willis E. Davis, of Sun
Francisco, and H. C. Johnson, of
Boston. The latter put the Kln-seto tho wall by winning tho
The Pacific,
first two sets,
coast titlists fought to gain the
n
third set, but the
team fought equally hard. For
twenty-tw- o
games the battle was
waged but in the end, the Kinsey3
broke down Davis' service, which
had sparkled, for tho decisive game

at

J

fruit-flavor- ed

ly hitting aided by the visitors'
slow fielding, gave Pittsburgh, a
4 to 3 victory
over Philadelphia
today. Morrison came home with
the winning run in the sixth. Ho
singled with two out and completed the circuit when Maranvillo
and Carey hit safely. Score:
R. H. E.
Score:
Philadelphia 012 000 0003 9 1

internationalists,
II. and W.
Norrls Williams
Washburn, in straight sets,

.542
.512
5 14 27
9
. . .37
Totals
.492
Chiriiuo.
.466
AB. R. H. PO A.
.413' Heathrote. rf
B
0
2
0
0
.385 Hollocher, ss
.5 0 2 3 2
5
2
Terry, 2h

fS

1

1

.

B.

MCft

.

1

ss

Griffith, rf .
Wheat, if
Myers, rf
AMERICAN LEAGUE.
Sehmandt, lb.
W. L. Pet.' High, 3b . .
70
48
. .
New York . .
.593 DeBerry, c
. .
70 49 ,588 Vance, p . ,
St. Louis , . .
65
55
I

1 1

Two-bas-

took the lead, but the vl3itors drove
Aldrldge off tho mound in the fifth
and went in front. Vance pitched
in flno form, having only two bad
innings and striking out nine men.
Score:
Brooklyn.
AB. R. IT. PO
a
Olson, 2b

lite
Club

S

.

Chased to the

is

Aldriclge

WE
,54

.ti03
in
the Fifth;
Dugout
.569
.550
Trim Reds, 7 to 3,
Giants
.539
.538
and Increase Lead.
.482
.364
Chicago, Aug. 22. Brooklyn de.333 feated
Chicago 6 to 4 in the first
gamo of the series here. The locals

Johnston,

WEST TEX AS LEAGT'E.
Score:
H. H. E.

OiCIovis
iVmarillo

Pet.

L.

4

M E 1 i IC A X A

SSOO A TIO X.
Indiananohs,
Toledo, Milwankee, 8; St. Paul. 11.
Louisville, S; Columbus, 4.
Kansas City, 15; Minneapolis,
A

W.
70
66

'J

Ip

v

2.

Chicago,

,

i

Blankenshlp, Gorham V. Lcrerette and Charlie Robertson.
...
won their Bpurs.
Blankenshlp
place in the libraries o? the thrill
lovers, These three pitchers, all
joined the team later, but has
from Texas, are winning fame already shown his metal. And
now comes word tl:at Ted'a
for themselves and keeping Chicago in a threatening position in
younger brother just as good a
the American
race.
league
pitcher as Ted will bj added -to
Robertson and Leverette have
this Texas sfiuad.

S' 1

Batteries:
Burleson and Erwin;
4
Haples and Douglas.
Witt, ef
2
came:
Score
3b .
First
r. H. Y,.
Tiugan,
fl
3
6
200 loo 000
P.anger
B.uth, rf
6 15
5
21
San Angclo.000
02x
Pipp, lb
o
Batteries:
. .
and
Clayton;
Phillips
Schang,
Meek and Robertson.
Meusel, If .
B. If. K.
Score Second game:
Ward, 2b
:l
7
105 001 0
Jlanger
SCOtt. 59
.
x
10
.
300
San
.
.
.340
Angelo.
Bush, p
Batteries:
xxSkinner .
Pyle and Clayton;
Ray, Robertson and Klindworth.
Murray, p .
R. H. K.
Score:
1
3
2
29
226
Stamford ...020 000 0002 7
Totals
000 010 000 1 S
x Wambscanss out for roaches Abilene
Batteries: Appleton and Schmidt;
Interference.
S
Butted for Buh In fifth.
"uggs and Lurch.
Bv inning';:
R. H. E.
Score:
n
7
oi 03 ono i; Sweetwater ..010 010 001
Cleveland
2 Lubbock
i no (uio no
... .220 123 OOx "'.3 2
New York
hit GardBatteries:
Hays. Krierson and
Summary:
ner. Home run Speaker. Stolen Bailey; Schrnub and Swenson.
Sac.lamieson.
base Gardner (2),
flourished
Creliin civilization
rifice Wood. Double play Scott
nnd Pipp. Base on balls Off Bush, more than four thousand years
off Murray, 4: off Thle, 2. ago.
2;
Struck out By Bush, 2: I'hle, 3,
The smallest wound from an arHits Off Bush, 10 in 5; Murray,
3 in
4.
Losing pitcher Bush. row tipped with the poison taken
Time 2 hours.
from the upas tree of Java is fatal.
AB. B.

'

." '

NMTIOXAL LKAOI'E.
I'ittsburgh, 4: Philadelphia, 3.
Brooklyn. 5; Chicago, 4.
New York. 7; Cincinnati, 3.
No other scheduled.

lietroit,

Now
trk, 2.
(lovcland,
New York, Aug. 22 ..loo Bush's
of
nine
streak
straight
winning
wai broken here today. Cleveland
defeating the Yankees in the first
game of the series, fi to 2. Ft was

"

SUPERB IS

Two-bas-

:

t"3

'

fc'

Left to right, Ted
Texas has been known for its
intrepid rangers. But if thesa
three husky yourgsters keep up
their present gait their baseball
deeds will vie with the stirring
tales of the man hunts for

1

;"

f

Nft&ESPatCiir

int mi'

(

is Made",

.a

REPUBLICS VOTERS OF BERNALILLO

TO THE

We ask your active support in behalf of the nomination by the Republican state convention of Stephen B. Davis, of Las Vegas, for the office of
United States senator.
During his service as a justice of the state supreme court Judge Davis refused to make any effort in behalf of his nomination or to permit his friends
to do so. The growing conviction among Republicans throughout the state
that Judge Davis would be the strongest candidate our party could nominate
resulted in representations to him which prevailed upon him to announce his
candidacy, coincident with his resignation from the court. This action comes
too late to permit Judge Davis to make any active campaign for the nomination, even were he disposed to do so. His position is that he does not desire
to take any steps to force his candidacy upon his party; that if, in the judgment of the republican voters his nomination is for the welfare of the party,
he is ready to accept and will welcome the opportunity and appreciate' the
honor.
We who have been active in urging Judge Davis to stand for the nomination are convinced that his nomination will result not only in his election
but that it will contribute in an important way to the success of our entire
'
state and congressional ticket.
Judge Davis is a man of outstanding ability as a lawyer and as a business man. This ability has been demonstrated by his career during his twenty-five
years of citizenship in New Mexico. Coming to the state without money
or friends, he has won his way to a place of leadership in his profession and
in many lines of business and industrial activity that have contributed to tho
progress of our state. His records as a Republican is one of unswerving loyalty and effective service in the ranks. Such offices and honors as have come
to him invariably have been in recognition of his equipment for service or for
service well performed. He is free of any handicap vof factional activity or
opposition and will command the united and enthusiastic support of all Republicans, as his record and ability must command the approval of all citizens. His entire life is an open book and an unbroken record of high purpose and honorable endeavor.
Judge Davis is a profound student of the political, economic and social
history of our country as well as of its present day life and problems. An
adherent to the broad principles of the Republican party, he is a man of independent thought and action; a determined, forceful character whose course
will be guided in the future, as it has been in the past by what he believes to
be wise and just.
,
Thus Judge Davis, by education, experience and temperament, is equip-pe- d
for most useful service to his party, his state and the nation. His record
in the past is adequate guaranty for the high character of his service in the
event of his nomination and election.
From the practical standpoint of campaign efficiency, Judge Davis is a
vigorous, convincing campaigner. A resident and t 'eader in the strongest
Republican county in the state he will command th united, enthusiastic support of the whole group of Republican counties v' e majorities determine
the measure of Republican success in our state. Our mmon purpose in nominating a candidate for the United States senate is to :lect a Republican senator. Judge Davis can and will be elected.
We present these facts for your thoughtful consideration with confidence
that they furnish ample basis upon which to request your support for Judge
Davis before the convention and in the campaign.
,

.

.

NEW MEXICO DAVIS CLUB,
By Harry W. Kelly, Chairman.
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Remember Only a Tiny Fraction of the Goods on Sale Can Be Advertised
or Placed in Our Windows. Attend the Sales Every Day. Thousands of
Bargains in Things You N eed Every Day.
Here are Rug Specials
Here are 2 Blanket Specials
Super-Specia- ls

of the 51st

cf the 51st Anniver- -

sary Sales. Take

Ad-

311

kets
silk bound Blankets, assorted plaids, tilix
SO.
A wonder value at
t12.!H. Anniversary
price

$15.00

All-Wo-

ol

Blanket

Special quality all wool Blankets, silk bound, beautiful
6GxS0. A genuine bargain at $16.00, Anniversary price

plaids,
,

Wednesday Only

$5.00 and $6.00 Silk Scarfs in beautiful Roman stripes
and changeable effects, handsomely fringed
Men's New Fall Velour Hats, a genuine

vantage of Them.

AH wool

for Today

$7.95

$P5

$7.00 value
Attractive Wall Paper, just in
double roll
25c yard-wid- e
Percale,
a yard
fully guaranteed
Electric Iron
Beautiful heavy Ivory Mirrors, a real
$3.50 value
Misses' and Children's Leather Vanities, a real
$1.50 bargain
Good quality Crocheted Bed Spreads,
size 72x84

versary Sales

(fQ Qp
t)

Room size $20.00 Fibre Rugs
Anniversary prire

r
(Q
DO.i7t)

noom stee Brussels
Anniversary

15c

..15c

Anniversary

L0T1
Suits selling at $25.00, $27.50, $30.00, $35.00, "Preps only,''
Home Spuns, Herringbone, Blue Serges, Fancy Checks.

Anniversary Price

$19.50
LOT

2

Suits selling at $40.00 and $45.00, Serges, Herringbone,
Checks, Worsted, Fancy Model, Belt Back, etc.

Anniversary Price

$24.50
LOT

3

Sujts selling at $50.00 to $55.00, fancy belt back, in Herringbone, of Crombie's Imported Woolens, also French Back
Worsted, Silk and Woolen, etc.

Anniversary Price

$34.50
Anniversary Price

$39.50
3 Great Lots of Men's Shoes at Anniversary Sale Prices

$3.95

$5.95

Kvening .lasmin Face
Powder
Imogene Face
Powder
Durant Face
I'owder
Tcrgon's Toilet
Powder
Charmant Face
Powder
Charmant Bath
Salts
Jergen's Rice
PSwder
Kutaeka Face
Powder
Gordon's Hair
Tonic
Youthcraft Dandruff

LOT 3.
Florshelm
shoes
and oxfords in new calf
skin and kid models.
ANNIVERSARY PRICE.,

$8.85

43c
43c
34c
21c
49c
99c
15c
23c
79c
69c
39c

Cure.

Hinds Honey & Almond
('ream
Mustard
.. .
Cerate
Clensol Cocoanut
,
Shampoo
Jfulsifled Cocoanut Oil
Shampoo
Antiseptic Witch Hazel
Soap, a box
Sandalwood
Soap, a box
Woodbury's Facial
Soap, a box
Jergen's Violet
Glycerine Shampoo.-.-,.- .-

19c

29c
39c
19c
......... 29c
55c

......-...- .;
Barnlz
Acelte
.
Mexicans v.-- .
v.
$1.00 and $1.25 Toilet

39c
25c
25c
69c
89c
50c

.-,

Water

Pound Cans Red
Diamond Henna v...-.- ,
Thespli Cold Cream,
Pound can
...ty,
Thespis, Cold Cream, .
One half pound can tr.-50

Qft
.OUC

Hair

95c
'.... 49c
29c

'

Perfumes

i.ToTrrr--

BOo

Perfumes

....

.'.wrr.

.Pasteurine Tooth
Paste
16 or.

Peroxide

sr.TV.

rr--"-

s

95c
,..39c

$26.50

regular price

price

.

. .

.

$29.50

$57.50

2

Fibre Rugs, 6x9. Regular price
Anniversary price

price

SI 1,95
$8.95

Grass Rugs,
Anniversary
Grass Rugs,
Anniversary
Grass Rugs,
Anniversary

3xfi.

...$1.49
....$4.95
,...$8.95

price
(lx!.

price
9x12.

price

Hartford Saxony Rugs,

9x12 in beautiful Oriental designs and colors; will
outwear any high grade rug manufactured. .Priced regularly

Anniversary

$115.00

price

T
ots 0,
3'9
n
suiis 6c ureases A
t 51st Annivers ary
Prices

Big

!

A

1

"O

$10.00 to $25.00

Suits, Coats

and

Dresses.

$12.50 to $17.50

Jlj7 gQ

amis, i.oais ana
Dresses.

$24.50 to $29.50

Suits, Coats
Dresses.

J

-

and

Q
J.7C

.-.

$19.50

nud Jfin.nn Velvet Wilton
and Axminster Hugs in 8
and
9x12; beautiful new patterns.
f"A
Anniversary price
tD'iU.OU
$05.00,

"I

Brushes . . .v.
I2.R0 Hot Water Bottles
and Fountain Syringes.
Absorbent Cotton,
pound
Absorbent Cotton,
One half pound . .
Willow
Lotion v.v.si
.v.ir.-.v.-r.--

Suits selling at $60.00 and $65.00. Best grade hard finished
worsted, many of these are "stouts," also silk and wool mix
tures, some few with two pair trousers.

IXVr 2. Men's dress shoes
and oxfords in popular lasts,
black or brown. The best
$7.60 ehoe value on earth.
ANNIVERSARY PRICE.

SPIXIAI.S

3

L0T4

English
IjOT , 1. Calf skin
lant dress shoes; i M00
winner.
ANNIVERSARY PRICE.

DKl'ti AMI TOILET

S13.50

a special value

price

9x12 Axmlnster;

S3.95
$1.95
69c
S1.45

Anniversary

51st Anniversary

Hubs,

$35.00 Brussels Rugs.
Anniversary price . .

SEE THEM IN OUR FOURTH STREET WINDOWS

Hart ShaHner
Every
nn
& iVl arx bmt
51s
A nmversar
vices

Anni-

and $39.50
Suits, Coats and
Dresses.
A
$34.50

II

15

.

19c
25c

Suits, Coats and Dresses which sold for as much as
$69.50

$

....... ... . . ...0 . . ... ... ..... ... . .....

at

Suits, Coats and Dresses which were priced up to $79.50

at

$

..,

Some of the garments in this lot sold for as much as
$149.50 now

$

y J

:

1
Ska

1
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thin, putting ono on top of the
other with filling hetween. Iilllns:
Ono cup chopped raisins,
flour,
cup sugar, ono tablespoon
put all tocup water;
cook.
ami
gether in doubli boiler
riiELrs.
by
Nuts mav also be added. Put in
Dear Mrs. Thompson: Just two
filling beforo baking.
years ago I met a girl. I never
When
she
dinner
finally
given.
TOM TAKI.S MILS. ll.MMlXtiS the
thought touch of her until now.
Modern Help.
declared herself ready it lacked five
MOTOIUMi.
The modern housekeeper has be- She wrote mo about five times, but
set
for
of
their
hour
minutes
(he
DB.
CHAPTER
gun to learn that there are other I only replied once. Should I write
To her surprise Gertie felt no real return.
and tell her that I
I look nice enough ways of cooking fond than by boilabout
embarrassment as she greeted Tom, to "You are sure she
of her? I would like toforgot
be a friend
asked after a ing, broiling or roasting, allheat.
go, Gertie?"
and he appeared Just as usual.
for
call
of
which
once
high
more.
hers
processes
Fleaae
in
little
the
mirror
look
hangme
last
tell
Bharpeyed Tim even could s"c
She has rome to know th..t long, how to start the letter.
in the kitchen.
best
nothing to gibe at In their uttitudc a ing"You
at
a
heat,
slow
gentle
Ma.
Nice
cooking,
BETTER UJCK.
look real nice.
toward each other; and Mrs.
Write to the
but do not tell
go with
anyone. And conserves the nutritive elements of
sighed with relief, (iertie's enough seeto Tom
it her you forgot girl,
render
that
flavors
food
and
the
is
Ho
so.
will
her. Say that you
say
blushes had worried her, now she you'll
Is
us.
this
It
to
are Horry you neglected to write
Gertio replied, most, agreeable
laid them to annoyance at Tim's the noticing kind,"
cooking that the earthen and hope she will answer your
She would seoid him recalling how Tom always talked to method of with
teszlng.
close
its
fitting
casserole,
letter.
her
that
we'll,
when he came back; ho mustn't her, saying she loortrrt
us.
Start your letter as follows:
hat was becoming, or something to cover, has made possible forservteaze Gertie.
is
the
exThen, too. the casserole
(Your street address),
"Well, young man, are you make herit. "feel good," as she
the
as
dish;
as
well
cooking
ing
pressed
(City), (State),
It
ready?" Tom had asked.
nature
its
as
from
besides
and
Arnold
"I can't help hopin' Mrs.
(Date).
"l'ou bet I am!" had been the
Dear
see me go. She was makin' her retains heat for a long time, the
Martha
will
(or whatever her
ready response.
in It may he kept name may be)
food
Len
presented
about
Lilly
marryln'
brags
"Then we're off! I'll bring him
late.
Then follow with the body of
o't'onnor. She said he had prom- in good condition forThe the
back In about an hour. Mrs.
casserole your letter.
would get a new auto comer or tardy diner.
then I am going to tke you ised Lilly hewas
he
main
the
also
dependence
may
married."
they
for a ride if you will trust your- when
"I.en's new auto will probably be of the woman who does her own
self with me?"
Dear Mrs. Thompson: T am t
old ono, just a little cheap work and likes to serve her meals
the
like
"Me?" Mrs. Cumniinps asked,
The viands girl 18 and have been keeping
tn go to his work. daintily in courses.
use
can
he
one
mixed
nient
utter
amaz'
with a young man one
pride and
Tom's ear is different
just like conked in the casserole, whether of company
in the word.
my senior. I think a great
Torn is different from Len. You "fish, flesh, fowl or good red her- year
deal
of
him
"i'es, you. A spin this fine day
and would like to conto
sees you ring." nieelv seasoned and ready
will do you good. Won't it, lif tie .'" needn't care whether shenow!
Go serve, will not (Interior to if they tinue keeping company with him,
are
or
There
not,
they
fcitie'.l
be
Ma.
course
will,
it
"Of
but
on down. Ma, I'll come to und help be left in the oven while the ap not my older sister and father do
ready, Tom."
approve of his company.
My
soup are being eaten;
up the stairs." With some one petizer and then
"But I ain't never rode in an Tim
be brought to the mother thinks he is all right.
to help him and the aid of his they may
auto!"
sister
ten
is
My
without further manipulation
years older than
crutch, Tim could now master the table
I am and the reason she and my
"Always n first time for every- stairs.
"There's Mrs. Arnold now or a minute's delay.
don't
thing," Tom answered. I'll "You're
father
of his comapprove
She's
sidewalk!
on
the
drive down
not afraid, are you?
pany is because his mother was
watching Tim get out of tha car."
lowly."
considered
a
bad
woman
about
be! I hope she waits to
"There ain't nothing to be afraid see"Glory
SANTA FE
nine years ago, and they heard of
me get in!" and Mrs. CumTim broke in. "And
of,. Ma!"
some
it
or
I
other.
know
way
this
down
more
ado
sped
mings without
Tom's a dandy driver."
is true of his mother because she
ho stairs, having Gertie to fol"I guess I'll dast risk it," bis ilow.
told me all about It and told mo
mother replied. Then to Tom: "I'll
she was through with that life
"Good morning, Mrs. Arnold, It's
be all ready so's not to keep you
forever and I know she means It
Gertie
the fine day for a ride."
watlng."
by tho way she speaks.
Gertie and she watched Tom lift heard her mother say to the watchPlease give me your best advice
Tim carefully into the car, then ing neighbor.It
because I know I am young and
Is, Mrs.
"Indade
Cummings.
HALL
stood by the window until they
want to get In bad company.
don't
u .i no Hill goon.
were out of sight.
I
MAMMY'S LASSIE.
"It's meselfs goin' now."
"Just think of him ask in' me to
What kind of character has the
ISoforo Mrs. Arnold could voice
go ridin', an old woman."
You know better than your
Tom No
"You aren't an old woman, Ma. l.er surprise, or her Jealousy, CumCharge Is Made for hoy?
Mrs.
father, mother or sister whether
And you'll enjoy it I know. It was had gallantly assisted
he
is
a
worthy companion or not.
Meals, Railway Officials If
nice of Tom to ask you. He seems mings into the car. With aandgaya
you know him to he good and
goodbye to Tim and Gertie,
to think of everyone."
Will
State: Building Later
honorable stick to him and en
of the horn they were
"Not many stylish young fellows honk-honcourage him. But If you can see
off, leaving Mrs. Arnold staring
would ask a plain body like me.
House
Machinery.
them.
cheap and unworthy traits In his
ain't never had anyone take me after
and Ma is bavin' fine times
"Me
character, givn him up because
died
only
since
l'a
your
anywhere
shops you cannot afford to ruin your own
The Santa Fe railway
Mrs. Arnold. Don't you wish
seem
It'll
today,
funny,"
Gertie.
you,
to
a
just
here yesterday settled down
"." Tim called as Gertie
good name by putting yourself in
Mrs. Cummings satd as Gertie hur- you was
him Into the doorway.
long fight to win the shopmen's his class.
ried her to dress so she would be hurried
At times I think we are a very
have though he'd strike. An immense dining room,
"I should
ready.
lot of people, claimGertie, Instead of your seating 000 people and in which
Her best black dress, her Sunday taken you,
'that lady replied. "Ain't
ing to be Christians. When a peran
In
fed
be
can
Bhoes, and one of Gertie's veils Ma,"
1,200
people
son who has fallen tries to come
over her hat was all the dressing trie afraid TO ride so fast?"not
with hour, was completed yesterday hack or does come back, instPad of
"X.iw, Ma, ain't afraid
she could do. But her hair lnd to
buildThe
work.
a
week's
a
saucy after
helping we throw mud and stones
be combed over again although Tom!" Tim made answer,
ing probably will be used for an and do nil In our power to discourhe had supposed it done for the grin on his face.
Tomorrow Mrs. Arnold disturbs additional shop after the strike is age tho brave soul.
day, a pair of gloves found, a clean
Until after the walkconcluded.
handkerchief, then directions for Tim and Gertie.
out has ended, the workers emDear Mrs. Thompson; T am ft
in
in my teens nnd for the first
ployed at the shops will bo fed the
girl
1,
the structure. Since July
time in my life I havo seen the
workers hfvve taken their meals only man I could ever love. I met
in dining cars parked Inside the him on a picnic and am in great
vards.
JL jl
J
MRS. MORTON v - A Ml
distress for fear he will not return
By
MihlHfflilffir""?"'
ltailway officials said last night
affection.
that no charge is made to the myWill you please tell me how I
are
which
men
for
their
meals,
bouillon
cubes,
of stock dissolved
arrange so that I can see him
MF.SV HIXT.
furnished by the Santa Fe railway can
at the same
strained tomato, at
Breakfust.
cup
a cost to the company of 40 nnd gain his affection
DOI.EFI.'L ME.
Chilled Cantaloupe
thicken slightly, pour ov r cutlets cents a meal. The men are paid time?
You are not In love with a man;
Poached Eggs on Toast
and bake, in moderate oven one regular wages, according to the
The meals vou are in love with an ideal. It
hour.
Prepared Wheat Cereal
labor board's ruling.
won d bo impossible to know the
rn
Milk
,1
Coffee
v,i..
Green Bean Salad Boil one are
Luncheon.
and to compensate man after seeing him once, and
of green stringless beans in convenience
quart
mm iu
tnererore you are
Escalloped Potatoes Bacon Crisps stilted water two hours. When cool them for the additional trouble 'Vi.urn
(S Which BT a
Jelly
Graham Gems
h
and place on caused by tho strike.
cut in
pieces
creation of your mind instead ot
Head Lettuce with Mayonnaise
Torpedoes on Truck
salad plates with one onion and
A series of explosions in the part of bis character. To believe
Fresh Apple 1'is
one cucumber cut fine, and serve
would
Dinner.
with your favorite salad' dressing. Santa Fe yards early yesterday yourself hopelessly in love
Fruit Frappe
tablespoon morning frightened a number of
due
heaping
Dressing:
Boston Veal Cutlets
people who thought a gun battle
each ot liour ana sugar one itui was
The noise was CREPE VELVET IS
Stuffed Potatoes
going on.
f salt, mix all together
teaspoon
Green String Bean Salad
thin with water as for thick- made by a number of torpedoes
and
Bread Sticks
OFTEN USED WHEN
boilplaced on tho rails. The officers
ening and stir into one cup of minbelieve the torpedoes were placed
Peaches and Cream
ing vinegar. Let boil threen
FABRICS COMBINE
to
Tea
Iced
tho
workers.
shop
frighten
Lady Fingers
utes, stir Into this two
walof
eggs, lump of butter size
nut, a little pepper. When cool add
It Is well known that Madame
Today's Recipes.
ur cream. Bernhardt caused herself to be
half cup or sweet or
butchBoston Veal Cutlets Ask
er to cut steaks thin. One steak This salad can be served without measured for a coffin and for
many years has kept it in her
usually cuts four pieces; trim care- lettuce if none Is available,
house. Inspired by a strange but
Raisin Filled Cookies
fully, then season cutlets and dip
one
cup poetical fancy, the great actress has
in beaten egg to which a little milk cup lard and butler mixed,
now lined the bottom of the coffin
till
all
beat
one
creamy
into
fine
egg;
has been added, then
sugar,
bread crumbs; fry brown in hot then add
cup milk, va- with her most cherished souvenirs.
bouquets
butter bacon fat, and remove to nilla and enough flour to make soft Some letters nnd faded
ll
awaithot pan or roaster. To the fat In dough, sift two teaspoons of baking are there huddled
cookies
Boll
her
coming.
ing
cups powder with flour.
frying pan add one
71
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jane

Cum-ming-

be foolish. Try to put the man out
of your mind.
I cannot suggest a way to sec
more of him and gain his affection. If he is attracted to you as
on your
you are to him no effort am
I
quite
part will be necessary.
a fatalist in some respects and I
atof
firmh' believe in tho law
tractions. If tho man Is meant for
matyou, you will meet again no
ter how Impossible, it may seem at
present.

IIL' BOXES ARE
NECESSARY

FOR

Cum-ming- s,

CIII

II

WORKERS

f

NEW

SHOPS

k

Postmaster Berthold Spitz called
attention yesterday to an order
issued nearly a year ago in which
the postoffiee department required
a suitable receptablo for mail to
be placed in connection will every
house where mail is det'vered.
Unless mail carriers find a suitable and convenient receptacle In
which to deposit mail, they will
be compelled to leave mail where
the least loss of time will be entailed, Postmaster Spitz stated yesterday, lie also pointed out that
M,,iinri with the order will
tend to prevent the loss ot mail.a
hieh there have been
number ot complaints recently.
service will not ne ex
torwin,! tn nnv new dwelling not
equipped with a suitable receptacle
for mall, I'oswnasier siui.. rami,
nnd milled that when a resident
c.bnnires address, the installation
of a private mail box at the new
residence will be necessary before
delivery service is extenuea.

Household Hint;
one-ha-

Two circuses In one week is
the happy lot of the Albuquerque
boys and girls, which will make
September a red letter month
even It it brings the beginning of
school.
Rinsllng Brothers and
Barnum
and Bailey's combined
circus will be here September 23.
It will be preceded by Sells Floto
21.
on September
The Ringling
leaso on the
show has a three-da- y
tract at Mountain road, which
prevents its use by Sells Floto.
Sells Floto has arranged to use
the Raynolds tract In tho west
part of the city. Ilingling also
has leased
practically all the
fences and billboards, which is
to
result in Sells Floto
expected
amount of
using an unusual
newspaper space.
.Chief Galusha has told the cir
cus people that they will have to
get all their receipts through the
front door. No "little stores" will
be permitted on the grounds.
The Kingllng show is under
stood to have secured reduced
railroad rates from all parts of
tho state, for the date of its per
formance here, which will be its
only appearance in New Mexico.

It

that Lenlne

Is now reported

has completely recovered from his
recent death. Indianapolis News.

Postal Authorities Issue OrWOMAN'S COMPLEX LIFE
der Requiring Convenient
Woman's complex life with its
multitudinous calls is given as the
Receptacle for Mail at reason
for many a nervous breakdown. Home work, social obligaEvery Address.

i

FEEDS

DELIVERY

TWO CIRCUSES COMING;
BILLBOARD AND FENCE
SPACE GROWS VALUABLE

lf

MOUNTAIN DISTRICTS
URGE NOMINATION OF
ZAMORA FOR SHERIFF
The Journal has received communication from K. G. Chavez 3rd
others of the mountain district
ut nrtre tho nomination of Felipe
Zamora of Los Kanchos de Albuquerque for sheriff on the democratic ticket. Tho statement says:
"Zamora is well educated and
has the qualifications for tho office
g
of sheriff. He has been a
democrat and his father, Ambrosio
e
Zamora, is one of the
democratic warhorso and has bscn
since tho days when it was a crime
to be a democrat in Bernalillo
county."

tions, dressmaking and the care
of children keep the 20th century
woman in a whirlwind of acdevelop,
tivity until headaches
backache, nervousness and oftentimes more serious ills which are
peculiar to her sex alone. Such
women should not despair, but be
guided by the letters so often
published in this paper from
women who have been in just
such conditions, but who have
been restored to health by Lydia
E.
Plnkham's Vegetable Compound.
This is a root and herb medicine that contains no drugs and
can be taken in safety by any
woman.

I

'Good
to the

GINGER ALE
7
This is
the
drink

for you
CALICQUOT

CLUB GINGER
SDrinjr water.

lp?JV

cane sugar, Jamaica ginger,
truit juices and other pure
ingredients to make the
happy blend you like. And
not onlyyou they all like

it

Buy it by the case from
your grocer. If you desire a
change you can get Clicquot
Club Sarsaparilla, Birch Beer,
or Root Beer.
THE CLICQUOT

CLUB

i

I Ginger Ale

COMPANY

Millis, Mass., U. S. A.

.
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Say "Bayer" and Insist!

well-beate-

One-ha-

one-ha-

ll

lf

pell-me-

one-ha-

lf

Unless you see the name "Bayer" on package or on tablets you
are not getting the genuine Bayer product prescribed by physicians
over twenty-tw- o
years and proved

safe by millions for
Headache
Colds
Toothache I,umbago
Rheumatism
Earache
l'aln. Pain
Neuralgia
Accept only "Bayer" package
which contains proper directions.
Handy boxes of twelve tablets
cost few cents. Druggists also sell
bottlea of 24 and 100. Aspirin is
the trade mark of Bayer Manu
facture of Monoaceticacldester of
Sallcylicacld.

Low Price and High Quality

Don't Go Together, Stick to

ill 5
mill
The Economy

U

riTtiHually due to straining
when constipated.
Nujol p being g a lubricant'
keeps i the food .wast soft

y,

Calumet is a High Grade
Baldng Powder,
moderate in price

i

t

t.
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C
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When you use it
you never spoil any
of the expensive
ingredients used
such as flour,1
sugar, eggs and
milk.
Best' that science

can

produce-Sta-

nds

the test of
BBS

DI

The World's Greatest Baking Powder
I
1

iminmiifc,,

I,,,

miiii
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BUKiNG POWDER

Never accept "Just as Good"
Brands; it will only mean disappointments and failures on
bake-dawhich are expensive.

i

'

I

$
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cfto
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and 'therefore 'prevents
straining.' Doctors ''prescribe
Nujol i because it not only
soothes the i suffering of
piles but relieves the irritation, brings comfort and
helps to remove thera."'C.

Nnlol

lubricant

a

Our Store Will Be Closed All Day
Today, While We Are
Our Stock Preparatory To Our
Re-Arrangi-

ng

la

not

medicine or

laxative
so
cannot gripe.
Try it today. .

BY ELOISE.
Crepe velvet as the newest dethe fabric world
velopment In
is worthy of attention.
It is
to
make
used
gowns, both
being;
formal and informal models, suits,
wraps and hats and is very often
used in combination with other
materials such as silk crepes or
satins. Here is a very simple din
ner dress or arternoon gown
made of navy blue Canton crepe
combined with crepe velvet in
the same shade.
The dress is rather Grecian In
effect because of its roomy blouse
and sleeves and long waist. The
skirt is a plain gathered style with
very long side panels made of the
crepe trimmed with huge bands
of the velvet. The sleeves which
are set in an enormous armhole
have a wide band of the velvet
from shoulder to elbow. The only
bit of trimming needed to set off
these lovely fabrics is the artistic
girdle of richly colored flowers
which extends only partly around
the waist.
Note the black velvet hat worn
with this gown. It Is a hint pf
tho larger shapes whlch.wlll.be
worn during the fall and winter, ,

SPECIAL NOTICE

WHICH STARTS
("TujBRICftNTNOT

A LAXATIVE

THURSDAY, AUGUST 24th
The Price Is Right

We
Pain in the Stomach and
Bowels. Intestinal Cramp

COUC

- SOLO

DlARRHCEA,
-

EVERYWHERE

M

Come And See

LIVINGSTON & GO

JUOME FURNISHERS
213-21- 5

Wet

Gold Avenue.
Albuquerque, New Mex.
"WHERE QUALITY IS HIGHER THAN PRICE"

ft
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RULES
SELLERS KNIFED
Gag Rule Features Precinct
26 Caucus; Country Pre-

cincts Strong for
querque Aspirant.

Albu-

Out of throe outstanding
represented in the democratic precinct primaries in the
city of Albuquerque last nifvht, the.
faction emerged
victorious. The Sellers supporters
and the democrats who said thcy
had no other preference than n
square deal for all elements In
tno party found their volcsj
arowned and their opinions of little value.
ela-me-

In precinct

26,

the southern half

of tho city of Albuquerque, four
of tho 36 delegates elected to the
county convention next Saturdoy
are known to be Sellers men,
while
the other 32 represent the almost
complete slate of the union labor
element.
In precinct 12, the northern half
of the city of Albuquerque, ahoi.t
12 of the 36 delegates are Sellers
men, while the remainder are the
selection of
n
and
anti-Selle- rs

pro-unio-

supporters.
Neither delegation is Instructed.

The Old Albuquerque delegation
of nine members is said to be entirely for Sellers, and the delegation from San Jose, with 16 members also is declared to be largely
for the colonel's gubernatorial
nomination.
Sellers Stronjf in County.
The county convention will consist of 138 delegates, of which the
city has 72 and the rest of the
county 66. Sellers, it is claimed,
will have a large preponderance of
the support of the country precincts. Therefore, the county convention may be expected to be an
Interesting affair, with somewhat
of the same Issues as were apparent In tho primaries last night,
hut with a much closer division of
sentiment.
The attendance at the primaries
in the two city precincts last night
was marked by the presence cf
many women. Fully as many wotn- en as men were present, and took
g
an active interest in what was
on. The court room at the
city hall was running over and
many were standing In the hail-and the street. At the Central
school tho entlro auditorium was

filled to suffocation, and the crowd
overflowed into the halls.
l'reeliict 26 Strum tolled.
In precinct 26 it was apparent
from the first that the union organization could not be headed off.
Otto Hake, an oldline regular democrat, was nominated for secretary
and Fred Higgins, was placed in
nomination by "W. S. I'atterson.
Higgins won by a big majority.
W. C. Oestreich, county chairman,
presided. City Commissioner Clydo
Tlngley spilled the beans when lie
began to read tho union slate off
a prepared list before nominations
for delegates to the county convention were in order. The floor
leadership then switched to City
Building Inspector Earl Bowdich.
A few
scattering nominations
from Independent and Sellers democrats got across before Bowdich
got the floor and read the union
list of nominees.
Then the primary spent a long time in heated
argument on a motion to close nom
inations, when Otto Hake began to
read a list of nominees. The minority faction said that gang rule
was in evidence; that the closing
of nomination was
to the nominees, being republican.
Dr. E. N. Wilson asued for "a halfway square deal," and was greeted
by yells to "sit down." Mrs. Frank
Butt said "clean candidates cannot
be selected by unclean methods."
City Commissioner Tlngley declared that the
crowd
had not thought of a slate until the
Sellers crowd framed one, and
finding they were going to lose out,
made a fight against an instructed
delegation.
City Commissioner IS.
B. Swope, a union leader, said he,
too, was opposed to instructed delegations, but said that the opposing
faction had "come to control, end
finding they could not do it, were
now hollering about it.
"If there Is anyone here who will
not support our ticket, let them get
out," said Mr. Swope, and a few
people left.
It. II. Kirk said that the democratic party cannot win without the
support of Independent voters, and
it had mado a poor start toward
getting it. "I do not mean that,
group of
independents,
who are out for what they can
"
said
Mr.
Kirk.
get,
When it came to a ballot, the
labor - anti - Sellers
went
slate
through almost unanimously. Men
like Frank Butt, a lifelong democrat and parly worker, were
snowed under. Among those to get
it in the neck were F. F. Kagy. C.
B. Howell, M. P. Mallory, J. L. Dod-soGeorge T. Brown, Harry Ack- erson, M. W. Pratt. C. S. Caldwell,
J. A. Hammond, Mrs. Otto Hake,
and Gordon Holloway.
anti-Selle- rs

Precinct

ge-in-

ev.

1

I'nlnstracted.

12

Tho
slate
of delegates to tho county democratic convention from Precinct 12
was adopted by a vote of almost
two to one at the precinct conven- "anti-Seller-

ti

WKaSERESEZa

Preferred

Ihosphaie
Powder

names
tion last night. The thirty-si- x
on the list were presented to the
convention by O. N. Marron, who
spoke at considerable length in
praise of his selection. The delegates, however, will go to the cone
vention in a
style, as It
was the unanimous decision of the
convention that they should not be
Instructed, but should be allowld
to vote as they saw fit. It was reported last night that several on
the list are not really against Sellers for governor.
Two other lists were presented,
one being immediately called the
"church ticket," due to tho fact
the names of
that it contained
three local ministers and the names
of the wives of three ministers.
This list was presented by R. M.
A free lance list containing
Coe.
the names of many men favorable
to Sellers was presented by Dennis
Chavez. The list contained only
twenty names.
The precinct convention was the
largest ever held In Precinct 12,
being attended by probably 400
persons. The court room at the city
hall proved entirely too small to
hold the crowd which filled the
hall and extended into the street.
Women probably
predominated
at the meeting, but made little atleft all of
it
end
control
to
tempt
the talking to the men. The meetover by John
ing was presided
F. Slmms.
Precinct delegations elected and
reported last night are as follows!
Precinct 26, Albuquerque
George Roddy, Mrs. E. B. Swope,
Mrs. E. C. Cleghorn, Mrs. J. C.
Mitchell, Mrs. Fred I Moss. Mrs.
.T. B. Cochran,
Mrs. C. C. Quinly,
Mrs. Etta Caldwell, Mis. R. U
Clarela. E. B.
Santos
Robertson,
Swope, Clyde Tingiey, S. Silva, T.
W. Plunkett, W. C. Oestreich, T.
H. Mcllvalne, O. t,ujan, Martin
Fred Wernz, George
Callegos.
Jones, H. Trosello, Ross Salazar,
Henry G. Coors, Jr., R. W. Bcal,
W. S. Meadows, Fred Higgins, J.
P. Ford, S. P. McCreary, W. A.
Field, Otto Hake, C. O. Gibson,
R. H. Hanna, George Fisher, Earl
Bowdich. W. S. I'atterson, J. S.
York.
Precinct 12, Albuquerque Mrs.
John F. Simms, Mrs. Harry Slack,
Mrs. M. J. Helmtck, Mrs. A. O.
Corson, Mrs. J. H. Eolnian, Mrs.
Ed. Dodd. Mrs. A. W. Strumquist,
Mrs. F. P. Johnston, Miss Erna
1'crguson, Mrs. K. C. Mersselder,
Mrs. W. E. Wildhaber, Mrs. Herbert Galles, Mrs. Ira Sprecher.
Mrs. W. B. Childers, Mrs. Tony
Ortiz. Mrs. John Morelli, Mrs. A.
A. Allen, Mrs. D. M, Blnkert, O.
N. Marron, Warren Graham, R.
B. Garcia. R. E. Putney, Carl C.
Magee, Clovls Salazar, Summers
Burkhart, F. McVey, W. C. Hca-cocfj. C. Mersfclder, T. J.
M. J. Helmick, John Simms.
Fred Kahnt, D. F. McDonald.
Tony Ortiz, Ira Sprecher, and M.
P. Sawtelle.
Precinct 1, San Jose F.
J. 8. Bowers, Anita
Mrs. Sanchez, Mrs. Gregoris
Manuel
Sedillo, A. L.
Durand,
Barton, Fegetima Gutierrez, Jacob J. Apodaca, P. Tartaglia, W.
E. Horn, E.
Mitchell, Alfredo
Apodaca, Fred Sanchez, Gregorio
Jose
Marino
Garcia,
Sanchez,
Chavez.
Precinct 13, Old Albuquerque
Charles
Rafael
Mann,
Garcia,
Leonardo Hunick. George Mann,
B. D. Sampsell. Mrs. Placlta Do
Soto, Manuel Trujillo, Martin
and H. Charles Roehl.
foot-loos-

k,

Ma-br-

because of its
purity.
unvarying high
quality and

i

Theaters Today

I

I

J

"R" Theater "The Man From
Home," with James Klrkwood and
an
cast, is being repeated
today; also repeating the "Bathe
Review" and
"Current Events'
pictures.
'i
neater
First, ' a
iyncNational
First
picture by Marshall
Neilan, is being repeated today;
also repeating "Soldiers in Siam,"
a rattling good comedy.
Pastlmo Theater "A Woman of
No Importance," by Oscar Wilde,
is being repeated today; also repeating the "Fox News" pictures,
the cartoons and the "Supply and
all-st- ar

economy

In addition to its absolute purity and high
quality, Dr. Price's Phosphate Baking Powder is sold at a moderate price.

Demand"

comedy.

Do you know of any greater baking powder
value than this?

A LIVK WITH

Ask your grocer If he has any cans of
Dr. Price's left at the extraordinary special
sale price recently offered.

During their stay at Sorrento,
George Fitzmaurice and his company, who spent almost two months
in Italy filming "The Man From
Home" for Paramount, made their
headquarters at the Hotel Vittoria.
It was at this hotel that the late
Knrico Caruso passed the closing
weeks of his life, in the vain hope
that the climate of hlg beloved
Italy would restore him to health

Send for

It's Free.
1001

CAUVSO,

SINGER'S 1AST RKTUEAT,
IN "SLAV KROM HOME"

the "New Dr. Price Cook Book."

Price Baking Powder Factory,
Independence Boulevard, Chicago.

and strength.
Thus those who see "The Man
From Home," which is being repeated at the "B" theater today,
will know that in one.scene at least
they are looking at the identical
spot on which Caruso spent his last

Large can, 12 ounces, only 25c

days.

REX

The Mental Wizard

NEILAN FILMS SCENES IV
ST. QL'ENTIN PENITENTIARY;
SEK PICTL'UK AT LYRIC

Now Showing
At The

Weird,
Wonderful

f'

Telepathic
Communications

"Fools First," produced by Marshall Neilan for Associated First
National release, is being repeated today at the Lyrlo theater. It
is based on the Saturday Evening
Post Btory by Hugh McNair Kah-le- r,
and the stellar caat includes
Richard Dlx, Claude GUUngwater
and Claire Windsor.
The production is noted for Us
fidelity to life and its remark-abl- s
settings. Scenes for it were
actually taken within the walls
in
of San Quentin penitentiary
the St. Francis
in San
Hotel
the show plaoo of the Golden
Uata city, and the First National
Bank of Hollywood, Calif.
The picture lias been made with
a master hand and contains many
of
incidents
unusually
high
dramatic power. It is a startling
insight into gangland and underworld realism with Neilan's touch
ot dramatic Intensity.

California,
Thought
and
Psychic
Pheno- -

mena.
He Tells
You of

Your
Future.

mf

3

-

f

Will
Answer
All

.

Franclsoo,

MANY

THE

EX-WIF- E

MEAGER DETAILS
OF

SEAPLANE'S

W

UNO
(Br The Asnoclntrd

TrpHfl.)

New York, Auir. 23. Meager
details of the wreck of the sea
plane, Sampaio Correia, were con
tained this morning in a message
to the New York World from
George T. Bye, one of the passengers. Tho hull of the boat beneath the planes was smashed
when Lieutenant Hinton attempted a landing in the water from a
height of 100 feet.
The five members of the crew
clung to the half submerged
for half an hour before thev
were picked up by the IT. S. S.
Denver. None of the members of
the party was hurt, according to
Bye's message, with the exception
of Lieutenant Hinton, who suffered a cut lip.
The landing was attempted in
the dark, at 8:20 o'clock, and
Hinton did not realize how rloso
his plane was to the water when
The force
he began to descend.
cf tho impact crushed tho boat
i.nd the plane immediately Venn
to sink.
Lieutenant Hinton said
he hoped to salvage tho hlg
repair it and resume the
trip to South America.

COLORED MAN SAYS
JOHN DOE CALLED HIM
UNPRINTABLE
NAMES
John Grogan, colored, yesterday
sworo to a complaint against John
Doe, whom he accused of calling
him vilo names. Doo is said to be
an employe of nn Albuquerque
store. If the officers can find him
he will bo brought in for trial in
Justice Roddy's court tills inocn-in- g
at 10 o'clock.

i

GASOLENE

THE mLATfi&'g GAS

125-gall-

MARES

AND

FUNERALS

CUTS THE OPERATING COST

PAWNSHOP IS ROBBED
OF GUNS AND JEWELRY

?'

Y j

Tht Ttxtu Company, U. S. A.

Thieves with a strong liking for
firearms robbed a pawn shop in
Colorado Springs Saturday night,
and got away with 20 guns of various makes and sizes, some Jewelry and clothing, according to a
report received here yesterday by
the police. The thieves are believed to have gone to Pueblo in
an automobile and may be on their
way here.

Tfe

Be Rid of

Crollott is in charge.

DON'T CARRY
MONEY ON YOUR

TRIP
Money May Be
Lost or Stolen
Our

Travelers' Cheques
are cashable everywhere,
are safe from theft and
may be replaced if lost.

Run It with Texaco Gas

That

Sirs. Edith Rockefeller McCormick.
Wnites Hh- - former Ihistfarotf.

ht-ol'd-

u

McCormick' the" harvester
&ris?i is", honeymooning' in" Europe
VitJh' nis sisrondi.wife;. Ganna'.
y
thVrcfbrt" :s- out" that Mrs.
EdM'u ffbcUefcller'
McCormick
jfiorfly,.willl; marry Edwacdi Kcenn,,
3'W
aseiacsU'
V'.-

Wal-afta-

LANDOLFI VISITS WITH
PRESIDENT WHILE MEN
OF CONGRESS
AWAIT
Ernest

if

ot this city
recently had tho pleasure of an
informal interview with President
whil.)
Harding at Washington,
several senators waited in the
anteroom. Among them was Senator B.irsum, who was surprised
to see Landolfl emerge from the
executive office. President Harding was most cordial, and said
that he
quito well
visited Albuquerque
in
having
lSt2.
Mr. Landolfl attended the Elks
grand lodge reunion in Atlantic
City v with Crover Divine of this
city, a past exalted ruler, and
they had a fine time. The entertainment given by Atlantic City
was wonderful.
In Washington,
Landolfi had the courtesy of a
to
the senate gallery, from
pass
Senator Bursum.
In accordance
with his usual luck, he heard a
spirited debate.
Mr. Landolfl visited
in New
York with his mother and sister;
in Chicago, Philadelphia, Anbury
Park, Atlantic City, Arlington
and numerous other places. He
enjoyed many a swim In the
ocean. Mr. Landolfi's mother and
sister are Just recovering
from
the effects of an accident.
F. Lnndolfi

Svrr:

'

TilU

a Star"

Are you draggin? around day
g
after day with a dull,
Do you suffer headbackache?
aches, dizzy spells and sharp, stabbing pains; feel tired, Irritable
without life or ambition?
Likely
then your trouble is due to kidney
weakness not hard to correct If
never-ceasin-

I

treated promptly, but dangerous if
neglected. For quick relief use
Drain's Kidney Pills. Doan's have
helped thousands.
They should
help you. Ask your neighbor! An
Albuquerque case:
J. F. .Summers, 517 W. Lead Ave.,
snys: "My back became lamo and
sharp pains pierced me. When I
stooped over it was difficult to
I used Doan's Kidney
straighten.
Pills and a few boxes cured the
lameness and pains in my back."
Over two years later Mr. Rummers said: "Doan's greatly benefited me and I have only had slight
attacks of kidney trouble since,
when a short use of Doan's has
stopped the trouble."
C

60at

and

Trut Company
!.

K(ij;p

Carey Micakote roofing is a piece of
goods we are proud to sell and recommend. There is no better roofing at its
weight and price.

It is surfaced with flakes of mica rock. You
know how mica resists fire in stove doors. You
know how it is used to insulate electric light
sockets.

ifinwcvs
PILLS

all Drugstores

foster MUburn Co. MigXWBuHdcNY

Well, it resists the weather with equal success.
burn. It cannot rot. It sheds water
like the scales of a fish.

It carmot

Underneath this mica coating the roofing !s
made of Carey asphalt saturated ragfelt, built
up with Carey tempered asphalt compound.
Measure up your building, send us the figures
and we'll quote you on enough of long wearing
Micakote roofing to cover it.

0. SORENSON CO.

P.
,

WholetaU and Retail Building MattriaU
Brick Lime Cement
North First St. & Marble Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE, NVM.
"A Root tor Enry Bufjdlnf
saaJstiM

You'd Smile Too
Everybody who has taken advantage of Mpyer A Meyer's
special offer wears a smile. And why shouldn't they,
for every suit made by Sleyer
Meyer before September
8(1 will be kept pressed and repaired
free of cliargo
the
of
lifetime
tho suit.
during
Just think what It means to take advantage of this offer.

sr'itftfra'AiiiHfa

i"

t7--

;
H

up

H

hiiii

California Hotels, Schools, Health and
Summer Resorts
Head the Announcements of California's Famous ITotels, Schools,
Health, ISeach and Mountain Kcsorls and Solve "That Outing Problem" Jilterature und Full Information by Writing Direct, or at Free
Information Bureau at Office of tho Morning Journal.

i

SAVE $10.00 to $15.00
AND

Also

SAVE $10.00 to $15.00
on Repairing and Pressing During the
of the Suit

Life-tim-

e

A TOTAL SAVING OF $20 TO $30
Never before
choose from.
Fall Woolens.
suit came In
measure, and
until you are

have we had snch a large selection to
Kwrjr day brines In a new shipment of
If yon are not quito rendy for yonr fnll
and plek yonr material, let us take your
we will make the suit and put It away

M.

EUROPEAN

ready for It.

nemembcr: This offer Is only Rood until September 8d.
so come In and join our happy throng ot customers and
YOU WUilj SMILE, TOO.

Rstct Pti Dsyi
Roumi. ,

100
ISO

Rooms,

Room,

toilet..

bath...

IWENT?
sinri

Double

CHILDREN ENJOY
EATING

PLAN
Double.
12. M

Single.
11.60

Rooms

10

401

l.OO-S.S-

1. 60--

COR.VKR

ing

0

,

SUITES.

ss.oo to sa.oo
to

All

Trains.
Thorny Croft Sanitarium

Phone 520.

114 West

Central Ave.

An Ideal pleee In the foothills near Lot
Angelee.
Beanttfutljr r'tuated
anions
orange treee and flowera, Individual cottages, wltlt .leering porchee or rooms In
main building. Elderly people and convalescents preferred. Nune's care, Good

PIONEER BAKERY
SOI South

First 6treet.

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works
EnMneere FflunAVre

feethiM

taMa.

m Tmn

MucMnlnts.

Tw.ntr minutes from hnilneae tnm Ptwfrfi. Vntnre.
..oilnn ft ptt, A
"iimtw end ?if leatlon,
TJOJINT rnriPT Ranlta'tum Tv..rf.t

en'

nivDt!i

Road and Adams street, Qlendale, Calif.
..

I....,

7i

irom tne Dreaa to the finest of

1.00-4.0- 0

00

17.00

our bread, because it Is so good..
It tastes almost like cake, and it
la wholesome food for the grow-

child. We bake everything:
fine cakes.
Cleanliness reigns
supreme here.

t

t.00

Free Auto Busses Meet

Equip You For
the Trip.

AMJUQWcnQUIQ.

TEXACO
MOTOR OILS
Save it with Texaco Oil

Nagging Backache!

Firit Savings Bank
,

Texai Pttroltum Product!

TEXACO
GASOLINE

on the Purchase of the Suit

Senaida Mares,

daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas Mares, died last night at their
residence, 1007 North First street.
Funeral arrangements are pend-

Let U
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DEATHS
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A still of
capacity
was captured yesterday near Las
to
a
Vegas, according
report to the
federal prohibition office here.
The owner and operator of the
still was not found, but the officers expect to get him. The still
will be brought here for
It is said to be the largest
ever captured in the state.

sea-bo- at

Washington, Aug. 22. Lieutenant Hinton, pilot, and "the members of the crow" of the seaplane,
Sampaio Cormia, which left Nassau in the Bahamas today for
Haiti in its flight from New York
to Brazil, were picked up by the
U. S. S. Denver at 7 o'clock this
evening in latitude 20 north,
longitude 74:38 west, according
to a wireless message to the naservice here
val communications
tonight from the OuantRnamo
the
All those aboard
station.
craft were understood to be included in the report that "the
members of the crew" had been
rescued.
Upon a report being received
from the cruiser Denver, it was
added, a station tug was sent to
assist In salvaging the searline.
No other details were contained
received
in the brief message
here.
snrt
latitude
to
tlie
According
longitude, it was said that the
to
grief
seaplane must have come
in or near the Windward Passage.

tht rtadiniu with

(t'ol-a-tilit-

IMMENSE STILL FOUND
NEAR
LAS VEGAS BY
PROHIBITION OFFICERS

"SLAV

The "B" theater is offering Albun unusual attraction in
querque
Rex, the mental wizard, the man
who knows, for this city is one ot
the few l.ish spots he will touch on
a transcontinental trip from California to Chicago. In many ways
he is a man of remarkable personality, and this gift, or power, which
he possesses, although looked
upon
by many folks as something- supernatural, is claimed by him to be a
part of his every day life. Rex has
had a remarkable career for a man
so young. For seven years he was
manager for Folley tho "human
fly," and together they took in
every civilized globe, from Canada
to the tropics and from the Far
East to the far west. Rex's home
is in Detroit, Mich. He came here
after an uigugement on the coast.
From the entertainment angle, the
act in which Rex appears Is worth
while. Those whose question are
not answered are inclined to think
he is a humbug, but here are a few
figures he cited. In each performance hero he appears before about
750 people.
Nearly half of them
have questions. That is about 200
or 250. During his twenty-fiv- e
minutes he can answer on an average of 150 questions. That leaves
half of them out, and naturally
that half believes they have been
"spoofed."
Rex brings an undercurrent of
humor into his act that keeps it
from seeming too much like midnight in a cemetery.
Too many people sit through
this showing trying to figure out
how Rex is tricking them instead
of enjoying It. But with all this
there are questions of very serious
Import a great many in fact, that
are put to him, and circumstances
that follow long after he has left
town prove that he is correct. Rex
will appear at
the "B" theater
again today and tomorrow at 4:30,
7 and
9:20.

"Whatever the world has treat,

ed seriously belongs to the comedy side ot things," said Oscar
Wilde, and then sat down and
wrote his great comedy, "A
Woman of No Importance," The
world has for thousands ot years
deoeived Itself into thinking that
men's morals may be wrapped
up in cotton away from the
morals
women's
while
world,
should ' be publicly damned. Oscar
Wilde saw how silly and stupid
such an. idea was, and in hie
play he put the man right
the woman even behind
her. For if she was "A Woman
of No Importance," the man was
absolutely useless as far as honor
and decency are concerned.
Motion picture producers ne4
fear no criticism as long as they
After the public such pictures, as

ASK

HARVESTER KING'S
MAY WED
SWISS SECRETARY

WHO KNOWS" IV THEIR.
"LOVBS" ARE TRUE

WILDE FOUND COMEDY
IN GRAVE SITUATIONS;
SEE 1'ICTl'RE AT PASTIME

he-si-

"3

Selz-nic-

a,

Apo-dac-

Lo-bat-

Contains No Alum
Leaves NoBitterTasto

"

y,

"A Woman of No Importance."
In this particular instance the
k
public owes its thanks to the
company for they are the
sponsors of Oscar Wilde's great
play on the screen.
a sister of
Fay Compton,
Comnton MacKenzie, tho well- known novelist, is tho reigning
queen of the London stage today,
"A Woman of No Importance" is
the most noteworthy of her film
contributions. American audiences
will find Fay Compton an actress
of superlative talents and loveli- ness.
"A Woman of No Importance"
is being repeated at the Pastime
theater today.
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WHERE SCIENCE FALLS DOWN

V

Foreign Kxflinnsr,
New York, Aug. 22. Foreign exchange easier. Great Britain demand, 4.47-- ; cables, $ATf;
bills on banks, $4.4ii, France
demand, 7.92'V,; cables. 7. S3. Italy
demand, 1.51; cables, 4.61. Belgium demand, 7.63 li; cables, 7.54.
cables.
Germany demand,
.07 Ti, .
Holland
38.90;
demand,
cables, 38.95.
Norway demand.
Den20.47.
17.34. Sweden demand,
mark demand, 21. 57. Switzerland
19.06
demand,
Spain demand,
16.53.
Greece demand, 3.18. Poa
land demand, .01,
demand. 3.47. Argentine demand, 3B.37. Brazil demand, 13.50.
Montreal. 99

Jlose Jones fell off the water wagon
Anil took a drink from a moonshine

y
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THICK HIDED RHINOCEROS

Czecho-Slo-vaki-

The main guy says Mint many a
boom for a candidate has proved
to be & boomerang.

When is a boss not a boss? When
AND SPACE HAS BEEN PRACTICALLY ELIMINATED SO FAR AS HUMAN COMMUNICATION
he puts over the schemes of the
That's
IS CONCERNED
the way
That the strike was a necessary independents.
IndeChairman
the
Phillips says
factor in our industrial evolution
look at it.
pendents
is now universally
recognized.
If the Independents can get the
Largo combinations of labor were
THt
the natural concomitants of large republican bosses to quit being
W here bosses long enough to boss their
combinations: of trade.
small groups of men were employ- party into not being bossridden,
ed under the old industrial system, they believe they will have accomplished thetr purpose, as It Is
large groups were employed under so
the new.
clearly brought out.
folCapital organized and labor
The Elks are trying to find the
lowed. If economy and efficiency
dictated that capital be organized King of Albuquerque, who some- seems to have been overlook to
force
how
labor,
with
it applied
equal
TJnrine their inception large com ed for several years.
binations of trade were frequently
It just naturally doesn't sound AND BY PATIENT EFFORT MAN HAS REVEAL EI THE SECRETS AND LIFE OF OCR ANCIENT
enjoined from operating toin bewhat
thv sound right to us Old Timers to
was generally supposed
ANCESTORS
restraint of trade and were sub- hear of a man named Gillenwater
It
a
..
democratic
Approi
heading
to
delegation
- "WE-penalties.
heavy
jected
enacted" from from any place.
were
laws
priateto
time to meet the changing
time
The
guy who'd had a
conditions and an unprecedented
and tried to drive his car,
era of prosperity followed and con- drink ".Me.
Oh My, I do not think
said
of productinued until the whc-ltive Industry were converted Into that I will get so far. For when
I
to
drive
or
war.
my leg, the car goes
try
destructive onctnrs
CAPITAL CAM
1,
JMfLAQORCANEO
where, and if I try to
Although trades unions have whichway car
T find
my leg ain't
Keen in existence in the fnited steer my
I
ALI-And
if
strive to guide my
- Lt0R
nd for nearly athcre.
MA
Slates and Kn
lv
I.
'ISBOhhevuYt
en
leeinning in the jag. I find, to my distraction, be- isawall street
hundred
stream
the
I
hmd
while
traffic
or
societies,
relief
lag,
fnrm of etiilds
'car and leg lose traction.'
their influence as anovereconomic
a quar- power dot s not extend
The king of Spain bid on a raee-thetime!
that
tor of a cntiirv. During
be polite, and everybody
accomplished immeasurable e horsedidto not
bid, for the same
benefits in evcrv branch of
Put! son. So the king got a horse fc
'they have embraced.
d
net
want, and the owner got
when latterly labor became
much less than the animal was
erallv accepted as a commodity
his worth. This is the high cost of
and the laborer as the seller of as- politeness run mit to the nth point
eommodiiv the trades unions
anew nspe-- t. Employer of ridiculousness,
sumed
and laborer were at once put upon
and
continues to nrnv
-If SlarnKen
.
o
rnntifimk1 ei ;uii..
in
hell
4unt tit. nf now assumed the play
vnr its commodity champion and mayhap succeedBilly Sunday, which is more lucra. ennital and began to regulate. Hive.
cor
This
procedure
the supply.
a
responded with that of productive,
p.pW
,.ng
to :npnr(,e
nf Sn ,j0uis Ht?-nbou, th
capital in adjusting the supply
former
tho
no
that
on
number
diamond
this
the
demand
.loltost
the
never exceeded the latter, thus summer,
maintaining a selling price which
.m.
,mC
would insure a reasoname pium.
" ' . "
in
.ncB
BUT BLIND PREJUDICE
EMA1NS 1 M PEN Ei'R ABLE.
over the cost of production,
or
th process of the readjustment ii- w ,(1 ,
n,
R. t(l ,
wages, trades unions, in tneir
standB' theater who's goinf to win
fort to accomplish a higher
I
at
was
National
the
league pennant. We
prevalent
ard of living than
the
turn
tho
information
could
tightened
possibly
the time, gradually
iwanenaTiBftWttMHMEa
reins on productive labor, thus into money.
limiting the supply and increasing
Have you ever noticed that the
(By The Aatoclated Tresi.)
commodity,
thcir
TRADE is much smaller
than has been
the price of
fellow who cries the loudest ;,bout "OUTSIDE u.WORLD'S
s. is e. a;(;ek- It appears cerdebt
frequently stated.
'which is labor, in the form of bosses does more bossing himself
ATED." DEC LAKES HARtain that tho amount does not exitlian all the other bosses I'c accuses
higher wages.
VARD EXPERT.
ceed a billion dollars, and in all
As far back as 1862, Lincoln of bossing, but that he rarely
Writing in the current number of probability is considerably less, it
Wall Street.
said: "Labor is like any other com- knows how to boss himself?
Is the case the existence of such
New York. Aug. 22. Tho stock
the Journal of the American Bank- this
modity in tho market increase
an unfunded balance ought not to
market
ers'
Dr.
increase
John H.
association,
today gave another re-the demand for it and you
constitute a serious obstacle to the
arka b e
of Harvard university, reaches promotion of our foreign trado.
demonstration
of
tho price of 1t. Reduce the sup"An investigation was based on strength, overcoming an early reand by prethe conclusion that the unpaid and
labor
ply of
IN
e
THE
uer-uuPAY'S
NEWS
a
to
distributed
the
uwnea
questionnaire
lnueuieums.s
oy
actionary trend, bringing
several
cisely so much you increase
the outside world to tho American one
leading, banks and financial new favorites to tho fore and cardemand for and wages of....
of
securities
our
houses
of
has
market
been
more
imports
to
active
exaggeratissues
greatly
rying
their
law
labor." The operation of this laJOHN V. DAVIS.
Thia inquiry highest prices of the year.
ed in current estimates.
Some of since the armistice.
Tho legal training of John W. those estimates have been
is limited in its application to
forto
in
addition
showed
as
the
United States Steel corporations'
that,
for
bor and capital alike. Tho moment Davis, newly elected president of large a sum as $5,000,000,000. As a eign securities Issued in this coun- announcement of an advance
of 20
tho American Mar association, has result of thorough investigation, Dr. try, accurate data on which aro per cent in the wages of day laborcapital charges excessiveandprices, served
him in many ways. Davis, Williams holds that the actual in- regularly published, wo Imported ers was generally
buys
in
the buying public strikes
unexpected
U. S. ambassador to Great debtedness of this kind cannot ex- in the three years
view of opposite readjustments in
where it can do so more cheaply: former
was
admitted
to
the
bar
Britain,
of
other
bonds
stocks
and
even
industries.
labor
ceed
and that
United
$1,000,000,000
States
foreign
and in like manner, when
in 1S92, three years after he was this sum Is mostly offset by Ameri- which had been issued abroad, and Steel common, which
opened at
charges prices not in keeping with graduated from Washington and can
104
or
securities
American
of
below
$189,000,000
securities
of
the
of
last
purchases
night's
the demand for its commodity, hy Lee university. His first work aft- other countries.
formerly held abroad. The com- final quotations, sold oft to 103
demanding excessive wages, the er becoming a lawyer was as as"The American exporter today bined import of these two sorts of at tho close.
public which in this case is repre- sistant professor of law at W and needs to be convinced that foreign securities, $1,109, 00,000, was about
Reading, New York Central, Noras much ns the new is- folk & Western, Chicago & Northsented by capital, stops buying. An L. Ho filled that position for a buyers can pay for what they buy,"
In
western
and Lehigh Valley yieldyear and then opened law offices says Dr. Williams. "So long as sues of foreign securities floated on
apt illustration may bo found
to be re- this side in the same three years ed slightly today but others like
the present railroad strike. If the in Clarksburg, W. Va., his native the statement continues owes
Northern
the
but
exceeded
an
us
Pacific, Union Pacific,
tho
city.
($1,007,000,000
to
world
),
peated that
railroads had not been able
In 1 899 he was elected to the
debt of $3,000,000,000 to net amount of such flotations after Great Northern preferred, Louismeet the labor deficiency created West Virginia house of delegates. unfunded
&
ville
Nashville. Lake
Erie &
our exporters will subtracting maturing issues
$5,000,000,000
Rock Island,
by the strikers with unemployed He served as delegate to the dem- continue to be hesitant about pushChicago
by $7113,000,000. This Western,
labor, the unions' demands would ocratic convention In 1904. In 1911 ing their foreign sales. The writer huge inflow of securities, much Great Western and Chesapeake &
seem to have been justified and he entered the national legislature has been for some time convinced larger than had commonly been Ohio moved to still higher ground.
Copper shares showed indica
indebt supposed, would serve to pay off
their case would have been won. as a congressman and was serving that the current short-tersecond term when he resigned edness of the world to thia country, a considerable part of our balance tions of being aroused from their
Exactly the opposite was true dur- his
recent
acbecome
to
lethargy, appreciable gains
of
solicitor
and
reduce
merchandise
the
of
of
overdue
exports
general
representing unpaid
ing the war, when the supply
by Anaconda.
United States.
counts of foreigners which are car- considerably tho supposed uncov- being registered
men in every branch of employUtah, Kennecott, American SmeltHis tact and diplomacy In this ried by our bankers and exporters. ered balance."
de
Cerro
ment was wholly unequal to the office led President
Pasco.
and
ing
Wilson to name
Then labor demanded him ambassador to Great Britain
Specialties which stood out In
demand.
inthe day's trading were American
the
with
in
succeed
Walter
to
He
keeping
Hlnes
wages
Page.
WILL
HOTEL
AND
CRUCES
WALTER
DANBURG
Car and Foundry up seven points;
creased demand for it and the was serving as head of the AmerToledo, St. Louis & Western B.. up
STORY
HAVE
but ican delegation at the Berne conSECOND
OF
R.
TALKED
BACA
no
alternative
L
had
etnplover
94; Western Union and United
reGerference
between
and
America
is
case
the
that
Now
to pay.
WITH FIFTEEN ROOMS Fruit,
each up 6Vii and Mackay
FOR CONGRESS SEAT
on treatment of prlsoner
recmany
to
labor
behooves
it
and Allied
versed,
Kresge
Company,
not when named ambassador.
does
which
to
law
a
me
that
Jonrnal.l
(.special
Chemical, each up three.
correspondence
(Special Correspondence to The Journal.)
ognize
was
He
as
talked
of
a
possible
Call money opened and renewed
Las Cruces, N. M Aug. 22. Dr.
Las Cruces, N. M., Aug. 22.
work both ways larks the essential choice of the democrats for the
at 3 V' per cent but hardened to 4.
clement of fairness.
presidential nomination at the San "Ask us something easy," says the T. C. Campbell, proprietor of the
Slight recessions took place In
A study of present conditions
Francisco convention.
Las Cruces Citizen in answering Campbell hotel here, announced demand
sterling and most EuroIs
who
anyone
convince
must
the question caption of an editorial this morning that plans are being pean exchanges.
that, the present strike was
Total stock sales approximated
"Who Will Be Our Next ongress-man- ?' prepared for a second story addl
The
and
untimelv
building. This will add nearly one million shares.
Tho text of the editorial tlon to the
rooms
to
the
The
of
the
employer
hotel.
fifteen
Closing prices:
prosent'temloiicy
follows:
48
cost of the improvement is placed American Beet Sugar
fairness
is to deal with the utmost
J
110
"Since statehood, no one has at from $9,000 to $10,000. Work American Can
F.
has
W.
strike
The
DC.
8V
TMOMVQ4
with tlte employe.
In
to
ft
American Smelting
September.
ecoRef'g.. 64
begin early
succeeded himself In that office is
outlived its usefulness as an
"The completion of the state American Sumatra Tobacco.. 39
we believe will repeat itsolf
and
time
when
every
123
nomic weapon
between Kl Paro and Las American Tel. & Tel
When thunders roll
next month. We have nothing In highway means
the
17
that hundreds of American Zinc
that labor strikes it diminishes
And lightnings crash
the world against Montoya, nor Cruces
65
dollar.
automo
the
of
tourists
eross
and
country
Anaconda Copper
We thinketh not
of
purchasing power
them
Warren.
Mrs.
Both
against
104
from various parts of the Atchison
Of worldly trash.
are our friends, and we would sup- btllsts
59
southwest will stop off here this Baltimore & Ohio
78
port either one of them with
Dr. Campbell said Bethlehem Steel "B"
THE BATTLE BETWF.I
When doctors are quacks their pleasure, should they be nomi- fall and winter,"
31
"In addition there will be many Butte & Superior
YOUTH AND AGE.
victims are geese.
nated.
62
home and health Feekers. tiome of California Petroleum
our
is
that
surmise
"However,
146
will settle in the Mesllla Canadian Pacific
There can be no doubt in any
Don't take a chance, sir; that neither of them will get it. Others whom
40
Central Leather
mind that the rising generation lump Is a cancer.
mentioned for the po- valley."
77
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&
prominently
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the
contractors
Local
ray
Chesapeake
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than
more
L.
Baca and Walter look is good for considerable
36
sition are R.
knows
Mil. & St. Paul
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their
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a
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than
Better
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sanitation
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both
Santa
twice
Danburg,
knew at
building in town and valley this Chlno Copper
re32
great deal of sickness.
county. Both good, capable, fight- season. The cotton, alfalfa and Colorado Fuel & Iron
firowth and development be
92
ing republicans, who would ably grain crops will bring upward of Crucible Steel
tarded or accelerated as a orresult
ur
a
If you marry you're
Jay
for
represent the state in the national $1,000,000, and it Is expected that Cuba Cane Sugar
!ind will It be for better
said
38
As
we
on
doctor
loss
have
of
your
says you may.
halls congress.
growers will also make money
Erie
worse? This is an age of speed,
94
melon crop this Great Northern pfd
before, we repeat, that to us it th nink-meour
42
False statements regarding cures looks like a dark horse will carry season.
in the process of living In it with
Copper
Inspiration
a
familiarity
62
off the honors in the Congressional
Rhlnners report that Mesllla val Int. Mer. Marine pfd
youth acquire Hfe.lt Is true, that lead to cruel disappointments.
38
of
winner!"
race. Here's to the
melons are bringing
good Kennecott Copper
many phases
ley
136
and Louisville & Nashville
eastern
Taint applied for wood protec
nrices in central,
were unknown to their fathers and
175
northern markets. The shipping Mexican Petroleum
But the nature of what tion Is also fine for disinfection.
mothers.
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STRIKING SHOPMEN AT
season here will close next Satur- Miami Copper
different
23
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bloom
the
that
Missouri
all
of
ages.
day.
SEDALIA ESTABLISH
74
from the experience
Power
fall,
Montana
one
the
is
thing
99
Human nature
Are tho cjiuip of the colds in our
New York Central
A COMMISSARY
STORE CARLSBAD BEATS THE
the be- Lends.
8'
that has not changed since
Northern Pacific
more's the
47
The
time.
of
ginning
ARTESIA TEAM 6 TO 1 Pennsylvania
(By The Associated Tresa.)
16
Is
Consolidated
bad
for mosquitoes
Copper....
Drainage
Ray
2
2.
Striking
Mo.,
Aug.
Sodalia,
How much a mother may tell and doctors: screening, bad for shopmen of the Missouri Pacific (special correspondence to ine Journal.) Reading Iron & Steel
72
to the flies and undertakers.
Republic
and Missouri. Kansas and Texas
Carlsbad, N. M., Aug. 22. Pecos Sinclair
33
hor daughter has given away
Oil & Refining
much
a
baseball
daughter
fans enjoyed one of
railroads here have established
94
valley
question of how
Southern Pacific
Brontlips (here monkov with commissary store at the labor tem- the
new
tho
most
Are
ot
the
mother.
28
Interesting games
Southern Railway
may tell her
sonl so ilrtitl. who never to hlmsoif
ot
The
members
hero
be
use
of
season,
for
better?
played
needy
recently
ple
....1271,1
Studebaker
Corporation
Is my own, my na
tills
or the old standards
liath
said,
tween Carlsbad and Artesla. Carls- Texas Company
48
ones
the Sedalia organization.
tive uland.
old folks say that the young
67
Supplies of sugar, flour, coffee, bad won with a score of 6 to 1 Tobacco Products
to destrucscore
the
was
While
not
pro rushing headlong ones think
other
151
staple groceries
close, the Union Pacific
potatoes and
Tuberculosis is not an hereditary are
young
the
rewhllo
was
for
and
103
contested
game
stocked,
warmly
Steel
ready
tion;
being
found the elixir of disease. Those who have It spread lease only to those families where there were few errors. Both Morris, United States
68
that they have eternal
rebellion of it.
neces- of Carlsbad, and Martin, of Artesla, Utah Copper
reverses
or
financial
sickness
the
is
It
life
will
be
excellent
No
will
ball.
Score:
m
sitate relief.
pitched
charge
New York Money.
youth against ago.
R. H.
Because there is no equivalent made in such cases and no stores
New York, Aug. 22. Call money
ever bnow which is right
7
000 100 000 1
Artesla
for II in the Russian alphabet. will be sold.
Firm. High, closing bid and last
020 031 000 6 11 loan, 4 per cent; ow and ruling
Russian newspapers have to take
Shop craft leaders explained that Carlsbad
In
Batteries:
Marl
and Kirkan rate, 8
per cent; offered ftt 4
Tn France. In the reign of Henry liberties with certain paniPS. For the action was taken to help the
unusual dal; Morris and Humphreys.
rr women of the middle classes instance. President Harding be local grocers carry their cases
per cent; call loans against acceptof
out
Struck
alleviate
3
as
as
to
ex
load
and
well
come
"President
by
By
ances,
Morris, 9;
per cent.
"Garden,"
wre forbidden to wear velvet
actual dlstrees among the shopmen. Martin, 7,
Time loans Easier, Mixed col- M. Hoover, Mr. "Cvcr."
tiept in tiiel sleeves.

Liberty Bonds.
New York, Aug. 22. Liberty
bonds closed: 3 'is, $100.70; first
4'4s, $101.30; second 4 Us, $100.40;
third 4 Us. $100.42; fourth 4 s.
$100.96;
Victory 4?4s (uncalled),
(called),
$100.70;
Victory

4s

$100.36.
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Chicago Board of Trade.
Chicago, Aug. 22. Wheat fluctuated rapidly within a wide range
today and while lower earlv. fol- lowing a higher start, turned strong
toward tne close, December advancing more than 3 cents from
the low. At the finish wheat
to
net highranged from
er, with September
$1.02,4 to
$1.02
to
and December $1.03
$1.03; corn was up c o to lc;
oats advanced Ho to
and provisions were Irregular.
break in Liverpool
Yesterday's
carried wheat there below a parity
with Chicago and re ljustment today combined with short covering
and continental buying made the
close there higher.
The market
here opened firmer In sympathy
with Liverpool.
were
Kxporters
fair buyers of cash wheat in the
west but the demand at the seaboard was reported as slow.
There was a broad market in
corn after a small decline early.
General short covering was on
with an oversold condition and stop
loss orders coming out prices advanced sharply, with December tit
the top showing about SVj cents
over the early low. Forecast for
another hot wave, as given by the
government detailed report, was
the main bullish influence. Damage reports were received from the
where it remain.--f lit.;
southwest
and dry.
Oats followed corn and averaged
higher.
Provisions were weak, there being scattered liquidation on in September lard which was ch:i:vrod
over to October at about ten noinrs
difference.
Closing prices:
$1.02
Wheat
Dec,
Sept.,
May, $1.08.
$1.03:
Corn Sept., 00 Vic; Dec, 55Vic;
May, 58 c.
Oats Sept., 31 c; Dec. 34V.c;
May, 37 c.
Lard Sept. $10.15; Oct.. $10.25
Bibs Sept., $9.S2; Oct.. $9.40,

lc lc

one-limb-

JSm

y

lateral 80 and 90 days 4 per cent; $8.208.80; packing sows steady;
four and six months. 4 to 4 H per uum, (.uu((t) f.zo: stock pigs lUc
cent; prime commercial paper, 4 to 25o higher; bulk, $8.50 tr S.75.
to 4 Vi per cent.
Sheep Receipts 6.000. Lambs

PKECTLX

flagon.
He got a remarkably potent Jag on
And saw and admired a purple
di agon.
The cop said "Gosh, you're ho
sight to brag on,
So come on, h ip on, don't dare lag
on."
I'nes meter
This verse In hard
flows
But 'twas harder lines for poor old
Jlose.

'

j

generally
strong to 25c higher,
FOR RENT Apartmenti
spots up more. Top natives, $13.25;
most shorn
lots, $12.25 013.00: Vi'h nENT 0airM n luirlshed apartculls, $7.607.75;
ment. y$ Smith
sheep steady;
fat native ewes, $6.00 6.50.
FOR KENT
l.lcht n.ius'i kei plna rooma,
HlR-h-

rmsonnhle. Olldprsleevo Electric Co.
RENT Desirable apartments "ol
three rooms, close In. 419 West Fruit.
Cattle FOR KENT Rooms for light huusekeep.
Ins. 21s South Waller, phone inii7-.T- .
Receipts 2,000. All classes mostChoice native beef FOR RENT Outside fhree-rnnly steady.
apart-men- t.
steers. $10.20; yearlings, $10.00:
close In. Call at 404 West Lead,
bulk fat steers and yearlings, $9.00 In rear.
Kansas grassers. FOR RENT Two furnished housekeep
up; wintered
Ingr apartments;
no sick; no children.
$9.75; desirable beef cows mostly
513 North Fourth.
$4.50(5)6.50; veal calf top, $10.50.
FOR
RENT
Two lurnlslied rooms. Uit
Market
5,500.
Hogs Receipts
housekeeping; adulta; no sick.
fairly active on light and medium 7TI llftht
butchers to shippers; mostly steady I' South Pernnd.
Modern
furapartment,
with yesterday's market. Bulk 170 OR RENT
nished; hot water heat.
1123
Eaat
to
weights, $8.90 (5 9.00, Central,
phone K71.
few
sales
packers goinr slow;
HUM Furnished npartment ana
sows I'OR
steady to weak; packing
Karage. Thone 153U-lulu Forresmostly steady, bulk $7.00 (51 7.25; ter.
cost
$8.27; FOR RENT
average
yesterday,
l
furnished
apnrtment,
weight, 237 pounds.
clean and
suitable foff
1.500.
Fat two. 6:5 Westcomfortable;
Marble.
Receipts
Sheep
lambs steady to 25c higher. Fat FOR RENT Furnished for housekeeping.
$12.00 5) 12.75
native
lambs,
inree rooms and poroh; also two
straight; locally best clipped Iambs, room rottaif". R09 South Walter.
$11.75: few odd ewes early steady FOR RENT One single, one larger beau
furnished
tifully
at $5.006.00.
aparatment; hot
water. 1211-- 1 West Roma, phone 490-FOR RENT Furnished, two small, modDenver.
ern housekeeping rooms; no atck; nd
Denver, Aug. 22. Cattle Re- children.
7J3 Smith Edit , phone 1069-ceipts 1,265. Market steady. Beef OR RENT Three-roofurnished modsteers $7.00(5)10.00; cows and heifern anartmptU: hot and cold water: na
$8.00(5) children, fill South Arno.
calves,
ers, $4.008.50;
plrone 678.
stockers, FOR RENT Three
8.50; bulls, $2.25(5)4.00;
ple7sa7ltrooms. bathi
$6.00(5)7.00; feeders, $R.A05?n,.25.
anr! front porch, comnletelv furnished;
1,384. Market no stck: no children. 113 Sout"h Ninth.
Hogs Receipts
steady to 10c Mgher. Top, $9.35; FOR RENT Three rooms and Imth.
furnished for lltht
nu
bulk, $8.00(5)9.00.
816.
Market South First. AtlDlV athnotrr,i,in
the Kavnv 'ttotl
Sheep Receipts
office.
$5.00(5)
to
Ewes,
steadv
strong.
7.00; "spring lambs, $11.00(912.25. FOR RENT Furnished apartment, (our
roums. modern; also two-rooment with sleeping porch. 1104 apartNorth)
St. Joseph.
Joseph, Aug. 22 (U.
partment ot Agriculture).
St.

FOR

S. De-

PRODUCE

Second.
FOR RENT Three lovely
rooms
nnrt
glassed norch. eat front ,.1oa i
Chicago.
furnished, ess and coal ranges. Key at!
Potatoes-Market
114 North High.
Chicago, Aug. 22.
strong. Receipts 44 cars. FOR RENT Two-roofurnished apart-men- t;
Total U. S. shipments, 614 cars.
hot and cold water, lights and
rent reasonable.
New Jersey sacked Cobblers, $1.85 phone paid;
421 w

New Jersey sacked
(ffil.90 cwt;
Giants $1.55(51.60 cwt.; Nebraska
sacked' Early Ohios, 60 90c cwt.;
sacked round whites,
Nebraska
$1.60 cwt.; Wisconsin sacked
$1.50 cwt.; Minnesota sacked
Early Ohios, $1.00 1.20 cwt.
Fowls,
Poultry Alive, hiyher.
springs, 24c; roosters,
no
sales.
broilers,
13c;
Butter ?larket lower. Creamery extras, 33c; firsts, 29(f30c:
extra firsts, 315'32 c; seconds, 27
fg)28e; standards, 33c.
ReEggs Market unchanged.
ceipts 14.589 cases.
Cob-ler-

s,

1522c;

Kansas City.
Kansas City, Aug. 22. Butter,
and
eggs
poultry unchanged.
Now
New York,
tures closed
Dec, $22.52;
$22.35; May,

York Cotton.
Aug. 22. Cotton fueasy. Oct., $22.53;
Jan., $22.32; March,
$22.25.

New York Metals.
New York, Aug. 22. Coppe- rspot and
Electrolytic,
Steady.
later, 14e.
Snot and nearby.
Tin hosier.
$32.50;

futures,

$32.62.

iron steady ana uncnangen.
Lead Firm. Spot, $5.90 (ft' 6.00.
T.A1I1S

south Broadway.
FOR RENT One larga and on small
apartment, furnished
comnletelv foe
21S
housekeeping. Crane
North Seventh, phone SI Apartments,
4.
FOR RENT Three large rooms, glassed-i- n
sleeping porch, bath adjoining, nicely furnlelred for housekeeping; deslrabla
ooauon. Mti west Coal,
FOR RENT September 1. furnished
apartment, heat, hot water, electrleallv
equipped, porches, bungalow apartments.
Jiiu.J west MlVer.
I'oone nu;,-J- ,
"OR REST Nicely
furnished
three,
rooms and sleeolng norch. Hoa in in
the highlands;
water free.
modern;
cnone 11 4
410 North Sixth.
FOR RENT Furnished apartments,
to sanatorlums:
four rooms.
glnssed-l- n
sleeping porches, gas; on East
Central car lino. Call 1321 East Central,
or see McMlllln A Wood.
Phone. !48.
FOR RENT 315 West Lead avenue, ex- attractive
ceptlonally
apartment home.
consisting of large living room, ertiv
dressing room adjoining bath, vanishing
ueo, coning room, Kitchenette
finished
In white and goid;-largscreened back;
porch: janitor service once a week. For
beauty and comfort this has no com
pariaon in city; modern In every way.
FOR RENT Runny glassed-encloie- d
four- room apartment; large living: room.
furnished complete In wicker: dressing
and sleeplnur purrh, bath room, kitchen- ette; everything furnished but gat; Jan
uor service once a ween; moaern, Tnesei
apartmenta must be seen to be appro
McCrelght'fi
elated, so don't phone.
Apartment Home, 815 West Lead.

Kansas Cily.
nOOt,
Vini. ttlftnrti' Vaut fit
Kansas City, Aug. 22. Cash:
Wheat No. 2 hard, 9Sc$1.13; and nearby delivery $6.20 6.25.
CARPENTERING
No. 2 red, $l.00ftr1.0l.
Antimony spot,
Foreign bar silver, 69 c.
FoTrofu5'j
Corn No. 2 white, 53c; No. 2
62
c.
1H75-i.
7a
Mexican
dollars,
yellow, 58c; No. 3 yellow, 58c.
I'AINTING Paper hanging and ltalso
Hay Steady to $1 higher. No.
I W
mining; all work guaranteed.
1 timothy.
$1 4.00i) 5.00;
No. 1
Owens, 608 South Edith, phons 1S44-prairie.51 SlO.SO'trl 1.50; choice alI
or
WILL
all
ESTIMATE)
any
part oft.
s.OflfTf 19.00; clover mixed,
falfa.
your work; 1 mnka a specialty of lath- -i
$14.0014.50.
W. iL Conver, phontr
Ing and tUlngtfus;.
Omahn.
PAINTI.NO AND PAPERHANQ1NO, wall
Omaha, Aug. 22. Wheat No. 2
paper cleaning; estimates furnished.!
It. Clements, 412 Southern avenue, phone
hard 9r.c(iJ $1.00; No. 2 mixed,
1

EQITHElG

J.

41H-J-

POLITICAL

$1.05

JOB

1.1 2.

SJ)

Corn No.
mixed, 63c,
Oats No.

t

1074--

2
3

white, 53c; No. I
white,

34

Uc.

LIVESTOCK

TALKS

FAIRNESS

tjANDl.NO We can resurface?!
your old floors and make them Ulcer:
new and make your new floors perfeow
Phone 2070-W- .
FLOOR

LET ma figure your new bouse or re- pairs; reasonable prices; work guaran aj
in
teed; estimates free, call 1DS-E. Juhnson, 610 John.
LET ME FIGURE with you on new and
R.
old houses; estimates guaranteed.
Unin-structed
rt. Caldwell, Contractor
and .Builder,
2.169-phone
ana
WE DO ODD .'OB
carpentering
house building, reasonable;; Investigate
isneilai correspondence la ine Journil.)
our low prtcea; estimates free. Pnona
239H-J. F. KluKen. ziss rate.
Las Cruces, N. M., Aug. 22.
Will P. Lapoint, editor of tho Las I WANT you to Investigate my low . rices
on an. kind of a building proposition
Cruces Republican, candidate for you have In view. A. E. Palmer, Bunga
sheriff of Dona Ana county, is op- low Builder. Box 41, city. Phone 1758--

Lapoint, Who Wants to Be
Sheriff of Dona Ana
Chicago.
Chicago, Aug. 22 (U. S. DepartCounty, Asks for
ment of Agriculture).
Cattle ReMarket
13,000.
slow,
better
ceipts
Delegates.
beef steers
firm; others and
grades
butcher she stock weak to 15e low-

er. Early top beef steers, $10.85;
bulk, $9.00 10.25; bulls and veal
cnlve9 slow, weak; stockers and
feeders steady: bulk beef cows and
heifers, $5.00(f?7.25; canners and
cutters largely $2.75 (IP 3.65; bologna
bulls mostly $3.90 iff 4.10;
earlv
sales veal calves. $11.00011.75,
mostly.
Market
Hogs Receipts 26.000.
slow, mostly 15c to 25c lower.
Bulk 160 to
hogs $9.40
butchers
(5)9.55; 210 to
bulk
mixed 250
mostly $9.159.40;
to
butchers, $8.40 0 9.00:
packing sows mostly $6.90(fi7.25;
pigs generally $8.50(3 9.00; heavy,
$7.759.00; medium. $8.65(B9.45:
light,
light lights,
$9.109.60;
$8.90ff?9.B0; packing sows, smooth,
$6.757.B0; packing sows, rough,
$6.K07.00; killing pigs, $8.50
9.00.
WestSheep Receipts 15,000.
ern lambs to killers mostly steady.
and
$13;
Idahos,
Top Washington
others, $r2.65R)12.75; native lambs
10c to 15o higher than Monday's
average; top, $13.00 to city butchers; $12.85 to packers;
sheep
steady; fat ewes mostly $4.00
7.00; feeder lambs higher than
early yesterday; best. $12.75.

posed to requiring candidates contributing more than 10 per cent
of their yearly salary for campaign
purposes, adding also in his platform:
"That no part of such contributions be used to defray
possible
outstanding obligations that may
have been Incurred without having sufficient funds."
Editor Lapoint says that if nominated and elected sheriff lio will
insist "that prohibition officers get
that everything
full
be wide open and above board;
that all republicans be ihnwn how
campaign funds are spent; that
several changes in the executive
committee, as at present constituted, be made.."
He will aleo insist, he saya,
"that primary notices be posted
and published at least two weeks
before the meeting, ami that delegates to state conventions always
go unlnstructea ana unnampereu
bv any kind of compromises."
Finally, "that everybody gets a
square deal and that the sheriff's
Omaha.
office be used for the bjnefit of
Omaha, Aug. 22 (U. S. Depart the rjeoDle and in no way for un
Refair practices, political or other
ment of Agriculture).
Hogs
to wise."
ceipts 7,500. Market toaverage
10c lower
about steady, spots 6c
on packing grades. Bulk mixed TRES PIEDRAS WANTS
and packing grades, $7.10f?8.00;
GAME WITH THE GRAYS
butchers,
bulk 200 to
S8.008.85; too, $9.00.
Better (Special Correspondence lo The Journal.)
Cattle Receipts 10,000.
grades corn fed steers steady. Top Tres Pledras, N, M., Aug. 22.
of The Nestors' baseball club ot Tres
other
$10.60;
grades
yearlings,
beef steers steady. Top yearlings, Piedras yesterday
afternoon de$10.60: other grades of beef steers feated the famous Taos baseball
10c
she
to
15c
lower;
slow, mostly
team by the score of 13 to 2. This
stock slow to 15c lower; bulls and is the second time that Tres Pledras
stockers beat Taos this year. Tho other
veals generally
steady;
and feeders steady to easier; spots game, which was played three
lower.
weeks ago, resulted In a cictory tor
Sheep Receipts 12.500. Lambs the Nestors, 6 to 3. The Nestors is
stronsr to 25c higher, bulk $12.49
a team composed mostly of home25c steaders who have ranches around
feeders
12.75; top. $13.00;
higher; feeding Iambs, $12.25; fed Tres Pledras, and most of them are
clipped lambs. $12.00: sheep about eitherex-leagueor
play
the
steady; wethers, $7.60.
ers. They have challenged
Santa Fe team and challeneged the
Kansas City.
Grays, too. The star
Kansas City, Aug. 22 (U. P. De- Albuquerque
is Doctor Agnew.
partment of Agriculture). Cattle playsr
Piedras fans
Beef steers player, whom bestTres
25,000.
Receipts
catcher and
claim is the
10c
to
15c
bulk
25c
to
lower,
steady
in the state. The
lower, mixed grades showing most challengeplayer
to the Grays follows:
Few fed steers, $9.25
weakening.
"Tres Piedras, N. M.,
(9)10.10; best bid, $10.60; medium
August 20, 1912.
cows weak to lower; all other "The
Journal,
Albuquerque
grades and classes around steady;
Albuquerque, N. M.:
quality plain and trade slow with
"The Nestors won over Taos the
many cars arriving lnte; part load second
game of the season, 13 to 2.
mixed yearlings, $10.60: bulk cows,
Nestors have the ocst team in
$4.25(96.00; few lota, $6.25(5)6.60: The
Mexico or
the northern part of t
good and choice vealers, $18.00
and
part of Colorado New
11.00; canners and cutters mostly the southern
in
teams
bulk bologna bulls, claim one of the best
$2.25(5)3.60;
Mexico, if not the best.
$3.253.75.
"We challenge Albuquerquo to a
Market
9,000.
Hogs Receipts
now and
any date betwe-efairly active, mostly steady to 10c gamesecond
of September.
lower. Shipper top $9.10; packer the
"For further particulars write,
top. A $8.90; 140 to 21
IRA
1A. QQn
tC f
"MANAGER JERRY RUaRRH,
"Tres Piedras, N, M.,"
$8.60
8.85; ''260 to
325-pou-

(H)

d

rs

X7i

tk

Livestock

bUK 5 ALL
FOR RALE
Fourth.
FOR SALE

Fat

rabbits.

Freeh

Jersey

cow.

Phono

2I04-J-

Horses. Harness, and wagons.
310 North Broadway, phone 1658-J- .
FOR SALE OR TRADE For good Ford.
one team of horses; also good harness,

FOR SALE

rhnne

1495-.-

FOR SALE Flemish
Rufus
Giants,
Beds, Black, Belgians, bucks, does and
friers. 710 West Lead, phone 1925--

WANTED

Houses

To buy fiuin owner, three or
WAMLU
four room modern house In city;
must be a bargain. Address F. P., care
Journal.

L.ti AJL ft 0

1 IC L
iTKnuMTPrTov"'
To All to Whom It May Concern:
Notice is hereby
given that
Bernalillo county 6 per cent ReBonds
one (1)
numbered
funding
to twenty-si- x
(26), both inclusive,
for $1,000.00 each, dated July 1,
1901, and numbered from one (1)
to seventeen (17), both inclusive
dated
1901.
for
1,
September
$1,000.0' each, will be redeemed
by the undersigned at his office in
the courthouse at Old Albuquerque,
Bernalillo county, New Mexico on
presentation, and that from and
after October 13. 1922. the bondsi
herein referred to will cease toi
bear interest.
I
E. B. SWOPE,
Col- - )
Treasurer and
Bernalillo
lector,
County,
New Mexico.
1922.
Dated August IS.

itoxi)

1

io

BILL'S MEMOIRS WILL
APPEAR

IN OCTOBER

Press )
ny
Berlin, Aug. 22. Former Emperor William's forthcoming memoirs will have a wide circulation
in Germany if low prices and extensive advertising are of any
avail.
Berlin book shops display announcements of the appearance of
the volume next October and offer
to book orders for it In paper cover for 100 marks, which is slightly
less than 15 cents American money
at the current rate of exchange.
Copies in half linen may be orAll linen
dered for ISO marks.
bindings will cost 250 marks and
half leather may be had for BOO
marks, or about 75 cents.
The prospectus gives the headings of the various chapters which
cover William's life from 1878 toft
191 8i
Among the headings a.tM
"My attitude toward the church:"!
"The Outbreak of tho War;" "Thel
End of the War;" "The Pope and
Peace;" "Friendly and Neutral
Powers;" "The Destruction and!
i
Germany's Future,'
The Assoeliilert

set.' WiSAartoWiUtHVUi

hris4uimrt

August 23, 1922.
KINGSBURY

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAC
BRINGING UP FATHER,

KOLUMN
'

BARGAIN

A
CIoso

tr.X

IT

LOOK

HERF.Tufdct
.PL,CE CONVENTION

7

modern, furnace
heat, good fire place, all kinds
of built-i- n
features, gas heater to hot water tank, largo
screened front porch, seven
rooms and glassed-i- n
sleeping
porch, screened back porch,
shade, waUts and east front.
This property
is only four
blocks from Central avenue
and can be bougnt for only
$4,500. Requires
$2,000 caBh,
but must be sold in the nrxt
few days.

Copyright. 1921 by the International ew
ReBiateret" U. S. Patent Office.
THAT"?) THE &KT
nt-w- a
IVE HEARD
IN MONTHS-WAI-

in,

ntKEi

7i

,

.

)

.

s-- a

i

Cone: up

jywt

here

(

want

FIRE INSURANCE
When you saw the other fellow's houso burn you
or your firo insurance. thought
lid you take out that additional Insurance you wanted.
Wo will bo Riad to have a
man call on you and fix It
Houses for aalo, for rent up
for
lease, many furnished houses
for rent or lease
H, CHAS, R0EHL,
I'liono 610.

.

tOME NEWS
TO HIM ;

.

IfftiSt

rrn

isi in

By George McManu

male's brother
to
-

ALA

UNTIL.
MrV&.E'b BROTHER

Page Nine.

Service

"

ROBERTS

IJXCOLJT AimiTinv
A few more good lots to be
had In Lincoln Addition.
D,

J.

4

Realtor.
Real Estate, Loans and
Insurance.
210 West Gold.
1'lione 907--

--

1

.

'

-

'

-

copyrwt:

.M1!".'.QtV?

"

.,

ia:y tali rn

IM-fei- i

frame

Seven-roo-

bath

house,

and
In good 'condition only two blocks from new
hotel in 4th ward. Price $3,150.
ACKEKSOV & GRIFFITH,

218

V.

$2,500

ern

$3,250

ern

$3,600

ern
aide.

R

CO,

Gold.

J'hono 407,

FOUK - ItOOM
stucco; west side.
FOUR - ROOM
brick; west side.
FIVE - ROOM
adobe plastered;

MOD- -

8,000

MOD- -

west

n,

-l

SIX-ROO-

frame
modern, oak floor

MOD-- ,

FOUR - ROOM MOD-er- n
brick; fourth ward.
$4,200 SEVEN - ROOM MOD-erfourth ward.
$4,500
FIVE - ROOM MOD- -'
ern, brick, elevation.
$4,750
MODERN,
close in, west side.
$5,250
NEW FIVE . ROOM
highly modern, elevation.
A-

FOE SALE
3,750

$3,850

$5,800

Realtors.
Fourth.
Phone 414.

120 S.

MOD-er-

n,

close' In, east side.

EXCELLENT
modern brick, fourth ward.
We have homes in all sizes,
shapes and colors from $750 to
$15,000.
Let US fthnnr Vrtn it
your service.
$6,000

Members:
New Mexico State
Realty Association.

Central.

fOR BENT
yon, RENT

Room
Rooms.

Rooms

f lr

wivi

ET

A.

1FLEHSC1BDER. Realtor
AatomiMle icsornnee
Fit, Accident,
Mtirof v Sln. i
f
a, sTAIIini,
No, 111 8. fourth St.
telephone IU.

Shingle bungalow, four rooms
mho massca
sleeping
bath, hardwood floors, porch,
basement, garage, lawn and trees,
In a good
location
In the
Fourth ward.
JAS. M. JOHNSOS,
Insurance, Real Estate, Loans.
216 V. Gold.
Phone 240.

J. P. GILL REALTY

Phono

770.

323

W,

t

J

Insurance, Loans,

Real

Estate

pyf

FOR
Ward.

To

Central.

f

WANTED
trade

Furnished r0m.; no ohll- teamstersT
u
men. 11V BOUIO WElLUL
"""e":
to
Jon.
n",
EmployrnenAn,.
-w
s.' Third Vi lit J
T mXJFURNISHED modern roonii; no Ick; no
- l
f0r
'"
Hl E.rT,iera,
west
B.eneral
Z"?'a
biiver,
ii
iiumii,
housework;
or.f;
GRAYSTONB
wno..?an K home
rooms, 21 8
West Gold. mint,; a '
111
North
Edith
siv-Mrs, rj. Guidl.
LARGE, cool room, beautifully rurnished.'
a. m. to FOR SALE-lviv.- .,
1
:
:
...
n m V.,.' "l.
rr
wwt noma.
un"'.
"loaern house,
u
wlih
FOR RENT Furnished room and kltcl
""irable location.
19-Phona
J
west uenirai, pnona 252,
.uhne.Can!f .real es."" ana tfreTn:
FOR RENT Well furnished-roo- m;
very
oii. 206 West
,nu

!'

'i"

""""";
FOR
RENT

no sick.

Lame

.Phone

111S--

room
Second.

Gold

""",

iiuur, a Biz jNprtn
FOR. RENT Clean,
nicely furnlsh-epnvme iiume. am Jortn Third,

South of town"

I,V

Hooth Third.

'

FOR RENT
raPn-Pleasant housekeeping
T
on
rimms near sanatorium, rnone 1328-l". IU""sn cash
secuntv
FOR RENT Verv rfnairnhl. -- ..
77 Ply Fred Harvev" K'"a rererences Ap- New, a..
joining uatn; close in. 114 BOUth ArnO.
Eemale.
FOR RENT Neatly furnished sleeping
mum, ciuhb in. tsi iMortn Fourth.
FOR RENT Nice, mean sleeping and
housekeeping; rooms. 121 H North Third. WANTBD-Experlen- ced
girl To7 'general
"t-n- i
1 j eras.
FOR RENT Two nice rooms furnished w housework . mm tx:..
-u ufuocnccixug.
Apjjiy oil west Oli
a
ver.
"
"uni'iieener.
Journal.

in,;:

A

"PRICED

Terms.
Well located,
adobe,
atucco; Fourth ward, new condition: east front, shade, fruit
?4.200. Easy terms.

Phones

Ji?,",!'0Om

five-roo-

tieoH,

Loa'd

Grada

$15.00.

SALE

bungalow. Four
rooms and bath with
sleeplntr porches, garage,
only $3,600.
SWELL new four-rooern with hardwood floors,
fourth ward, $3,500 takes

Land
Lumber Co,

Albuquerque.

'&

ROBERTS-TURNE-

New Mexico,

large
three
etc.

etc
It.

CO,

R

218 W. Gold.

AUTOMOBILlR

MtsceliAneous

pLFil!'i.M,LR

BBST

FOR SALE Barbers
H'inth First.

chair,

rhone 407

It S A LE

5

Lignt

in

OK

BALE
..

comb
rer'e'nt1

Foil

touring car,
priced to sell.

must .tell, $1,000
ba!anCe

forrpstpr.

KENT

.

FO

MALE

....,.r,n,..

rnr-

" aI a

sacrl- -

-

... . .. -

avPOUf.

19tfi..T

Four-roo-

?5!!L5S!ib52??l?vUh
FOH
ItENT Itoon. with
South Urowar.
Fult KENT Two rooms

FUJI

RENT

Beautiful furnished modern
ouo, witn giassed-I- n
sleeping porch.
Fouth Arno.
KENT

Houses,

ui'iurnif.oeu.

all kinds, furnished
& Wood
JlcMlllln

Z
iVn

.......

..oonoTn.
,f
nf.
" Tn

U--

r

KflJIF

nd

"i'NZ-i!.- "om

llvo

CARDS

X

MAIil

'

Altornevs,
and in
Phone 11. j.

frm:1

Building.

HI H.,KONS--"-

-

c.
h,,iih,
f
ufniluTiTF.
t 1123
of
Ilnrofif
Hi

I'lioTio
S.

,.

itral

571

l.;

KKIli.i.'s, 1)7(7;
'
i!r,nk riulldinc.
Tlinne 8rti-and SO'!3-,- J
H. C. t'l.AItKi:;

xa

Eye. 1 ir,
Barnett Unlldtng.

and

-

,
n
W.'M. SHERIDAN, WTdT

board.

AND

2T6

porch,

pnS.-

Office Hours
m.. and t to I p. m

Ll?

t'K'NARY DISEAKE9
OF THE SKJ

l)ISr,Sl;S

wtwrwnanit Hl(ig,Phone

and board.

('AHt

Este

ri1(ine 4;7

17

)Hrues

Board

hoard

15,

pulto
lt(,A ; i
Beanlcnca

UK. M

lR.

F. C.

wsa.

BAKESrwroT"

Diseases of (ho l.je. G la iseo Fitted
Office removed to 114 N.

with

meal, served;
A'irth Tenth
with board.
porrn'

J.'L'I

"m

m..:.

Real

llllSJCJAXH' AVl".
1'R. s. I.. iiiTirm v

Ridgway,

brink hc.
eicellent condition. lu:i
Forrester.
I'hona K'i'il-M- .
FOK RENT Two-roohouse with
...n porcn; c.ly water and nights. 115.
I none 410.
Five-rooRENT
IlENT-Olasse- d-ln
FOB
FCJK
JTTi
h nrd
114 North
furnished; with bath. Call 6.15 fcouth
311

...

.;.:;

run jilnt
modern; In

HOMES

modern. 13.150; terms
furnished, $2,250; terms
and s. p., tl.UO; terms
and s. r $1,100; terms.

I'loil.vt i
ami ivir.sox

Room,

Supt. Motive Power,
Denver, Colo.

Two-mo-

M.one IBS

A

nn-so.-

lf

H, W,

STARES,
Ave.

PROFESSIONAL

house and car department at
Denver. Trinidad and Chev-ennmen suitable for such
service. IJoard and lodging
free under ample protection.
Ideal climate and working
Free
transportation
Time and
paid after
eight hours and for Kundavs
and Legal Holidays. Wire or
write

furnished house.

(iM

tGCe

w

116

will employ in its
shops, round

one-ha-

-

VALLEY
rooms
rooms,
- rooma
2 rooms
4
3

The Colorado
and Southern
Railway Company

Iwe.Iingt

Two-wo-

rurnished house.
-wa ter.
"" v'.n.
UUK IttN-New three-roobungalow.
Eolith High, I;:, a month. Phone
6!i.t.
FOR RENT Klve-roumodern house,

"S&
Cop- v.u luuring,west

,.onrti.'
nrne
v
-

1921
711

on used

Lai? 'w.rll

SALE

-

ihird.

'J

Nutln Tnrd

Fot

htKNT

....ir-mr-

5t0 75 Pe7"c'e7t
'25 'u'J"f
"u "

oerrect

flee-

.T .

-rZ

--

per

16U0:

it

........

K.in
co-

"
ROoflNO
"Olt SALE-Di- kI;
niOdp). Pnnrl D.
expert guaranteed work-- , tihor,. JS34-- J East
DeA.Gl-.LlSHazeldlne.
pure milk, but- t- cH
age cheese and buttermilk.
Thone
hK"---ad- e

Huick,

319
!trir.t-,la-

FOR RENT
1301

'ord tourlnc car.

TOWN

at

JIOMM

Of7

e,

mod-

ve

.)n

l"rtnV'rat-

mechanical craft employes
having gone on a strike,

BUYS

''""ffalow,
shade

lieemet,
(,t

Loans

ON ACCOUNT

14

DANDY

(Of about 1,000 feet)
Call with Wagon
Terms Cash

IrO

lonArlTn'',-",!,"-

GOOD

SELL"

V""Iorn

lara-r-.

this

& Wood,

Realtors.
W. Gold. Insurance.

o "fl
--

ESTATE.
Third Street.

1441--

0

TO

$3,800.

McMillion

410.

COMPANy
,,hone 66j

850.

KEIiEHER,

.Realtor.
Gold.
Phono

house

itcaltors.

Four rooms and bath,
street, Hishlands. Close paved
in

It Lasts

Per

Better

-

iln .t

m.

mP'y"

$10.00

I have several hnmni fn
0la
easy payments. I build good homes
wiure: second and Gold.

FOR

V.

REAL
112 South
Phone

McKinley

MijZZrui,

,.'.

'SSSSS.
F"

211

D.

Highlands,
e
lot $1,400 cash.
New frame,
two rooms and
porch, fun size i0t, east front
$

BERNARD A, SLEYSTER
All Kinds of Insurance.

DEAL'

'Virginia'1'3"0 Caeh'
oonSlt.or?
P,Hy;r P,""10- - "". "celN.nl
cash
'"""fating
"oms. $500 buyer sure to lakelt.
,
Phone ;e.
run
KALE New
Singer
sewing ma- Chine
Phone
paymenls.
ewner.
P0"". by TyPEWRITERsTall makes. 'l5 and up!
; .otiutn ru"!.
.0
iaith
Exchange. 122
"
V
porch-- ,
fV
"eeping
city
water
tractors.
and
"
Hardwar.
D;-;.. ""roer it comnant.
Z
fUll SALK-Pl- u...
ln
verslty fi.l
t?e.SL..Fre,,h bue'mlliTal-c- :
modern.
mllK
gallon
u.. ijuiry,Ir"n
prtnne IfllS-HICK'S'
IT nil
nu'ov"
dVi tt.
.
"
niTlSlVTEIn
IWO
n.HV.

housekeeping

.1.

KKAr.TV SM-;114 fa. NToml

framo.

full-siz-

A. C,

CHAS, G, ZAPF,
Real Estate Specialist

T

JFjORSALEHou,

Rentals,

OPPORTUNITY
Four-roo-

321 W.

Demanded for both buyer and
seller by the
NEW MEXICO STATE
RE A LTV ASSOCIATION

front

Several rooms, unfurnished.

KOH RENT

Loans,

As Long As

A SQUARE

201.

...

121 south

Realtors.

Insurance,

-

relinquishment near
Moriarty for auto. Must be
in first elw
condition.
Address Box 60,
Moriarty
New Mexico

FOR RENT Coof front room. 609 West
j' run, none 2042-?.ET Tnre0 housekeeping rooms!
i

15.

$3,700

Mr

SAI F

ltrZu?M

N

m

InKnrnnv-

HELP WANTED

rbone

Franklin & Company

A HOME IN THE HEIGHTS
New
house, right up to
the .minute, for only $4,750.
Good
terms.
R. MeCLTGITAX.
REALTOR.
204 W. Gold. Phono 412-.- I.
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans,
Notary Public.

lot; room for another house; good
locality, close In. At a bargain
price-$3,- 600.
A money maker
ttood terms.
216 2 Gold.
Phone 939.

349.

Auto

224 West Gold Avenue.

CO.

brick on

and

Insurance.

INVESTORS
Five-roo-

Estate. Fire

AND

P.AXCHES

-,
i
A HOME
in
AND INfYlMF A.r
i i
rim .na Large roomy house of three
Tou can not find a better
apartments. Splendidly located,
value in town than "we are
owner occupies one apartment
able to offer you in this five
and rents other two for $86.00
room modern house close in
per ninnth. This can be bought
on South Walter street. This
for J5.500, partly furnished.
house is ln first class condiSee us at once.
tion ln every way. On a nice
Phone 657.
corner lot,
with
"Our personal
lots of
to
attention
shade. Priced at only
every little detail."

I

it
ii

V-u-

223 W. Gold.

y.

West Copper.
BoumWaTt
POrCl1 a,ld b0ar,i;

room.

Real

five-roo-

THE PLUMBER,
216 North Third,
PHONE

Investment Co.

I

. -- .

Company,

Plumbing and Heating.
Repair Work a Specialty.

Room 6 Grant Bldg.
(Over Golden Rule Store)

..

h"- -Jiv Tnr
ivi xv.x.i
Well located In the Fourth

Ward, consisting of combination living room, dining room,
large bedroom and large sleeping porch, kitchen and front
Terms extra good.
porch.
A, Li Martin

hurry.

,

secured by first mortgages on
Albuquerque city improved prop-ertAll property to be shown In
Person and papers to oe examined and prepared by your
our client's expense.

.

i

Realtors.

WE WILL GET YOU 8
AND 10
lor amounts of $500.00 and over

Goodall

r
h nnnn
i-

1

PAT,

120

FOR RENT

I
i

I

i

at H

120t7 SE'7hrT.S,,!ePlnS

ICJS RKNT

i

brick, modern, well built,
A GOOD BUY
hardwood floors, hot water heat, shade
na fruit trees, Fourth ward.
Four blocks oft Central avenue;
4,00
adobe, stucco, bath, etc., cosy
home, four rooms, glassed
east front, shade and fruit trees, North
Twelfth street.
sleeping porch, fine shade, lawn.
Some (rood buys In business
Good
location,
Fourth ward.
Lots and houses in all parts of property.
the city. Priced
$3,750.
Liberal
terms,

Phone

FOR RENT

new,
fireplace. East

bungalow,

H V;
Nhh
w u. iiiitii

i

AND

OPPOiiTi;xiTIE3

Third

ROBERTS-TURNE-

TURNER CO.
Phone 407.

WvroP;ES'mCB

KINGSBURY,

For Sale By

--

218 West Gold.

'loor.Phone 83,

..IROPllACTORS3""

Pat

(IlIritnrii.H.
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.
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In the rear; rent
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room
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store
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for house
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No.
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or
blocks
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uvau auv
FOR
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SALE
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postoffice;
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single
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WANTED Board
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-FOR
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2U7-RHEMSTITCHING
or
In
box
Postoffice
mall
don, promptly
FOR SALE Furniture, new and used;
ths
t48,T
orders.
Hanna A Hanna, Ino.,
'
phone, water and lights furntahed; alio
ri1ll llklinn.pn.
finder please return to 318 North
Commercial Photographers,
posslbls manner, prices reasonable.
Fox News, 117best
inise stocx; lowso prices, no.used 10
IWO IUrUlOU UOU IU"IU, iiuailircif
or phone 2098-Oold avenue, phona 7S7-V
milk can. si. and 13
71ft Wait
nhlMran
Singer
fl9, a,ii,
.i.b.
Sewing Machine Company.
First.
PEISONAL
In our now offices
Three working girls, or
WANTED
toachers. to make their home with a J. W. BRASFiELD, watch,
FOR
SALE
OR
TRADE
FOR
w
AMMU-By
niiy wura, up BOOTH HfCOHQ.
'At
1, .unfurnished. FOR RENT Two ufflca rooms vr Klsi- young lady; would have use of all of
room
i.
WANTED TO TRADE Team ot good
h..,.4 teptemb4r
the house, including piano; very reason- WILL, take care of baby or small child FOK RENT Planu. Phone 2072-entrance anu
uuvaie
work horses for vacait lot; not parmust be clean; teacher heat and water.
m my nome; reasonaDie. Innne I9S1-able; real close In. Inquire at 414 South
FOR RENT Cnrage, 710 West Lead" "m"?
opposite Morning Journal office,
ticular a to location. Phons 1IS58-J- ;
mo year, rnone lRbO-Fourth between 13 and 1 or after t:S0
FOR RENT Of 1c rooms. Central ave- - call 110
FOR RENT Garage. 814 We,t Coal.
North Broadway.
Be
Scott
RUB. abOVA- Mntann'a
tro.
T,.1
FOR RENT Piano, aiosllent condition.
""wa oum. jrur" hldenour.
1
Dhnn." IMI
MATT RISKS HBNOVATINO.
3.60 and up.
to,,.-- .
WANTED -- Real E.tate
TVPEWR1TKR8 All makes overhauled
WELL CONTRACTO- RuB wiTiaiiine,
rur
FOR
RENT Large new brlcli garage,
mrniiurp repairing,
IK YuU have buslnese pruperty for sale, niture
.
iiinnons for every
...
Ph"ne Slt-203S-- J
or
packing,
cement
flnn.,
WELLS
DRILLED. drivTn" "and 'npalraili
Hit U with McMUUoa & Wood.
j
Albuquarqu.
FOR SALETT7Klc7
Thone 110
Typewriter
Brvlq bedding Comvaag- - ,
South Arno, phon' 32-Blast
313 West Qoia.
Phons toa-j- ,
j- -j
soutU Fourth.
oilier,
1213,
KJWi HUM, Phon. llirw.""

tur.X

"""VveT-Ts:
WllXprJe"T1

f.

Large
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ne"

Z

na

"lore. FOR

-

70

?;

to r.

I.'"""

'""

B.Kh;i'..r''."1'-

ln

nr.

"

tun West UOld
Four-rooRENT
trouse and sleon- Ins'
DOrrh
t
fp.,l.i.n
South Edith, phone lW-W- .
FOK RENT
Two-roofurnished house
with sleeping porches; gas range. 31s
pnone 11,11- -j
FOK KENT
Four
unfurnished houses, 705, 700. 715. 717 South
"smer. M'J eaen. pnone 1SS9,
FOK LENT Modern rurnished cottaeo.
rooms ami glassed sleeping vorch.
on our line.
121 8 South
FVllih
FOR RENT Two-roohouse,
with sleeping porch. ,15 pcrfurnished.
mHntn
Iniulre U!4 North Second.
FOK KE.NT-1- 0S
South Arno, seven
rooms and bath,
basement.
rnone m.-w- ,
or f. f. McCanna.
LIST your vacant houses witn the City
Realty Co., for prompt and efficient
Aral
' Ask
v(fr nr...
Treat HIHI, pnOHt flt.7.
FOK RKNT Desirable fuurarK6 rooms

Snn'7":r '"""tar snih aZaJl3,n- automobile painting.
y.jn.j,
)iionc
hu .!ru"a
...
c" """" andlisted
' ",
"SJ10,00 v"i
and those we
.,
"la. Oden Buick Company. have
Fifth nd
See B Mr

"""re
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SALEFurniture

cu,.

,we Are now

ckaodw

'

RENTMicel!aneou

No. 313 West Gold Avenue

P"l:

li

.

located

fSALEReafEiuS

.WILLIAM

LEVERETT, Realtor V
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Of those California fancy yellow freestone
this morning by express.

G

due again

peach"

it

coed these warm da vs. Tou can
loganbuying a package of Kind's dehydrated
have never tried them yon will b really surthem so natural. Now only 27c per package.
to
pounds fresh fruit. Much cheaper
berries ever are in these pari.".

Fresh berries would last

have them by
berries. If you
prised to find
Contents equal
than the fresh

WARD'S .CASH

"

H

is

While

Theater

l.

w.

Jtli.fUWTTM

Browns
High School

GOLF COURSE AT

WfWWW

Firefighters

HELL

1?

'AHJfMANOF

thet
Koswell
Although
golf
course, over which the 1922 stato
tournament will be played starting
September 2, is not the longest in
tho state, It is regarded as probably the sportiest course in the entire southwest. Local golfers will
find new hazards in the shape of
trees scattered throughout the
courso as well as a number cf
water hazards.
The greens at tho Itoswell course
arc probably slower than that here,
having a general Irregular surface
and more or less slope. The greater part of the fairways Is covert.;!
with Bermuda grass. Par for the
courso is 37, ono more than the
local course.
The following dcserlpt ion of tbe
courso is given by Jaffa Miller,
president of tho Koswell club: Holo No. 1150 yards, par
water hazard about 10 yards from
tee. Pits on north and south aide
of green; atso road and trees on

Comedy,
REGULAR ADMISSION PRICES

3-

1

E ITER

LOCAL ITEMS

Junior

B

8

l.2

w.

Highland Laddies...
S. A. T.'s
Barelas White Sox.,

Pirates

3
6

CITY'S

ON

fi

2

8

L.

Pet.

League.
W.

FIRE DEPARTMENT MAY
VISIT IN ALBUQUERQUE

Fire Chief Robert Henderson
yesterday received a message that
iiis father, Chief Alex Henderson,
of the Kansas City fire department, would be here last night on
delayed No. 4, sometime after
The chief hoped that
midnight.
his father would stop off here
and remain until the special train
from San Francisco, carrying delegates on their return from the
arrives
fire chiefs'
convention,
here Thursday morning at 11:30
Chief Henderson Is exo'clock.
pecting Paul Yanginot, chief of
the Paris fire department, to he
here on tho night of August 28.

OPPORTUNITY
To buy small apartment
house, live In onn apartment,
and Ret enough revenue
from other two to pay off
property. Chance only possible because owner leaving
town.

TIJERAS

CANTON

PAVILION.

Award Will Be Made at
Special Meeting of City
Commission to Be Held
This Morning at 10.
from 14 bankRepresentatives
ing and bonding houses entered
bids yesterday for the J340.000
worth of city bonds which were
at the city election
authorized
held several months ago.
The
bids were
by the city
commission last night and after
being tabulated, it was. found that
eight companies had made very
close high bids while the other
bids were all considerably lower.
Unable to make the award last
night through lack of time to
carefully consider the top bids,
the commission rejected four of
the lowest bids in order that the
representatives of the houses
could make late trains home.
The other bids will be considered at a meeting to be held this
morning at 10 o'clock when the
award of the bonds will be made.
The issues are composed of $115,-nosewer disposal plant bonds;
$r(i,000 sanitary sewer
bonds;
$100,000 storm sewer bonds;
0
reservoir bonds, and $20,000
water main bonds.
reci-ive-

Guerin's Novelty
Orchestra

FlTZMAURJCE
PRODUCTION

1?

3uf

i)

$50,-00-

IDAHO PROGRESSIVES
NAME STATE TICKET

Gallup Lump

(By Tbe Auuclnted

1'ro. )

Will make sacrifice
price on
beautiful
5
modern
bungalow,
rooms, bath and breakfast room,
oak floors, fireplace, nice location,
almost new. See me now. Box 9.
care Journal.

want tho best price for all
cash for home of about 6 rooms
direct from owner. Give street
number. Hox 11, care Journal.
We

lilcclrlc
fhoue 797--

Glldcrslccve

Co.,

Would you follow a
warm love-trafrom
Main street to Monte
with intrigue
Carlo,
il

In the
Cast:

v

Anna Q.
Nilsson
Norman

.

Kerry

and adventure at every
'
turn?
Then see this famous
drama
lavishly produced, with a great

any time and

We haul anything,
anywhere.

Omera Egg

Ml iA

Your

Coal

Before

Aztec Fuel G$.
Phone
L.

Phone

South Second

323

871

and

S033-- J

1269--

A

251

Joe Miller, Prop.

Twentieth Century Mystery That Has Eaffled
Scientists All Ovcjr the Country

Your Past, Present and Future
la Like an Open Book the Most Astounding. Act You
Have Ever Seen' in Vaudeville.
Rex Appears at 4:30, 7:00 and 9:20

SPECIALS FOR TODAY

NO ADVANCE IN PRICES

GIVE YOUR DOLLAR A CHANCE
27c
89c
79c
67c

10 lbs. Potatoes
10 lbs. Sugar
10 lbs. Rice

doz. Fresh Eggs

Cream. Butter

75c

Crumps' Cash Grocery
Phone
325 South Second St.
$3.00 and Up Delivered

890-W-

.

CONTINCOCB

Another hy the Man Who Made "River's End,"
"Go and Get It," and "Dinty."

AT

Lathmfs Cash and Carry
You Can Get Choice Baby Beef Genuine Spring
Lamb Veal and Pork at Low Prices.

MAPSHALL NEILANS

FOOLS
F 1 US J"

109 NORTH FOURTH

with Claire Windsor,

2

Phone -

.-

-

--

-

--

..-

DANCE

813

TONIGHT

Dr. H. E. Kimble
DENTIST
Room 4, Grant Building. Third
and Ccutrai.

Phone

..........

492

Tijerai Canyon Pavilion
Good Music and a Good
Time for Everybody.

FOR SALE
Maxwell car with racer body
will sell cheap. In good running order. Call at
312 West Hazclilinc.

GLADIOLI
For

your gifts and decorations
$1.60 a dozen delivered.
RAYMOND F. FSLOOM,
Phone 2I07-.I.

Dlx, Claude
Gllllngwaler
Tho big surprise in
A story of fools who
were thieves and tUoves
who were fooled. But don't
tell anyone how It ends.
Kk-hnr-

WE ARE UNLOADING CARS OF

photo-dram-

Gallup American Block

Sugarite Fancy Lump
Save Money

by Ordering

Your Winter Supply

Now.

Added Attraction

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY
PHONE 85.
We are exclusive agents for Sugarite and Swastika

-

Robert Huckabay

and Frank
Marco. Robert Is 12 years old
feet and 7 Inches tall, light
complexion, light brown hair,
grai' eyes; wore blue overalls,
blue shirt, brown hat, black
shoes, would pass for 16 or
17 years old.
Frank is H years old, about
5 feet tall, woro blue overalls,
light sport shirt nnd cap. Wire
5

MRS. A. H. HUCKABAY.

Gallup, N.

M

care White Cute

"

-rr

i iititimi

iiifi?.i.'.i-.'.fc-.l!jL'.-?-

-

-

--

.1

ARTESIAN WATER
FOR SALE OR RENT
Two nicely built houses having two rooms, sleeping porch and front porches. Right on the car
line on North 12th Street. Size of lots 25x142.
Price for both of them $2,500.00. Part cash, the

Flowing well on 160 acres rich level Pecos valley land; grows
corn, cotton, alfalfa, grains, fruits and vegetables;
house and BO large shade trees, 4 miles from Artesia; cash
price $65 per acre, or will trade for Albuquerque property.

J.

A. HAMMOND

'

balance on terms.

824

One five room well built adobe house in Santa
Barbara, north part of town. The price I ask for
this piece of property is only $850.00. It may be
bought for part cash, balance like paying rent.

Cool Mornings Cause No Concern to the Household
With

For Rent a very nice store room just across the
street from the Santa Fe shops. Brick building 25x

East Silver Avenue.

Albuquerque,

N. M.

Supplied

CERRILLOS EGG COAL
Start tho day right with a co.y CFURILLOS EGG COAL fire.
Breakfast in n few moments and tho chill driven awuy.
There Is no substitute for or "just as good us"

CERRILLOS COAL

100.

Boys.

"SOLDIERS in SIAM"

coal.

$25.00 Reward $25.00
For Two

a.

REGULAR PRICES

WANTED

Gallon, Packed,
and delivered, $1.00

1--

TO 11 P. M.

TODAY AND TOMORROW

BUY YOUR MEAT

1370--

Thomas' Ice Cream

bmb

The Mental Wizard

MONUMENT WORKS

WANTED
for

Responsible man to drive our
Dodge car to Colorado Springs
in exchange for his transportation and board. Apply at once
to
II. II. HARTSON,
1301 North First Street.

John
Mlltern

Added Attraction: Current

the Rush.'

"We Pay the Freight"

girl
general housework; also woman for washing and Ironing one day each

Guys Transfer and
Storage

Dorothy
Cummin?

EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION!

Buy

Memorials of the Better
Kind.

A67--

week. Apply
1115 W, Tljerns. Phone

In the
Cast:

Oinera Lump

OR ORIENTS

Fret Call and Delivery.

Good

1.

James Hirkwood

FOR SALE

Night Phones

Nampa, Idaho, Aug. 22. Idaho
progressives at their stale convention hero Tuesday nominated a
complete stato ticket headed by
II. F. .Samuels, of Samuels, Idaho,
for governor and adopted a platform calling for public ownership
of railroads and public control of
natural resources. W. W, Deal of
Nampa was nominated for the
house
of representatives,
first
district, and Dow
congressional
Dunning of Boise lor the second
congressional district.
Other principles embodied In
tho platform included:
Stato wido primary; Ihe initiareferendum
and
tive,
recoil;
gradual exemption from taxation
of the products of labor and industry; abolition of the state constabulary and tho cabinet form of
state government; a graduated inheritance and Income tax on incomes of moro than $5,000 a year
and the bonus bill.

xHS

cast.

We Supply the Liberty
Cafe and the Savoy Cafe.
FOR CITY DELIVERY
PHONE 240S-R-- 2
LIBERTY DAIRY

n-

PURE WHOLE

WAY

The Sweetestkomance in Town

LAS VEGAS, N. M.

Fresh & Sanitary

FOR SALE

Milk or cream, qunlity guaranteed
better than elty health requirements. Delivered dally In any
the city
quantity to any part of 2405-R5
Phono
Butler's Dairy.

EVERY

BIG DOUBLE BILL

WANTED AT
ONCE

.

A PIANO PLAYER
W'ire or Write to

2 lbs. Jersey

IN

Q gHmmountQklm

Address "G,"

'2

CLASS

mr.

GIRL OF 16 MISSING;
POLICE MAKE SEARCH

Eduardo Chavez, of 406 West
Marquette avenue, yesterday reported to the police that hid
2211 yards, par '4 daughter,
Meliola, havez, ago 16,
This is a dogleg hide, impossible to had
The girl had
disappeared.
acon
direct
toward
green
play
working in a. randy store at
count of the high trees. Pits be- been
823 South Third street. Her father
yond on west of green.
knows of no reason why she should
Hole No. 8 327 yards, par 4
Pits south and trees east and west leave home.
of green.
DR. PRANK V,. MacCRACKEN,
Holo No. 4 244 yards, par 4
B. Mart HACK EI I.
DAISY
House and trees as hazards about DR.
Physicians.
Osteopathic
140 yards from tee, trees, road and
Phone Office 80-small ditches about 220 yards from K. P. BulldlnR.
89-Resilience
tee. Pits northeast of green.
Hole No. 5 307 yards, par 4
A row of trees 120 yards from 6"
tee, running across fairway; also
pits running diagonally across fairway 2S0 yards from tee. I'its south
and west of green.
Wanted nt Once for Cash.
Hole No. 6 357 yards .par 4
BOX 310, CARE JOURNAL
Pits running diagonally across fairway 300 yards from tee; pits southwest of green.
Hole No. 7 407 yards, par 5
Pits on east and west of fairway
lines nbottt 27,'i yards from tee.
Pits, trees, road nnd small ditches
Private sale of all furniture
about SiO yards In front of green.
and household goods at the
Also pits beyond or north of green.
4
S
No.
residence of Ivan Clrunsfeld, at
375 yards, par
Hole
Pits across fairway about 300 yards
1009 W. Tljeras Avenue.
from tee. Pits south of beyond
green.
500 yards, par 5
Hole No.
Pits across fairway 300 yards from
tee. Pits, road and trees beyond
on north of green.
On account of leaving city at
once, will sacrifice property at
sale-aGentry's ecw, 5"e; for
avenue. Two
220
Princeton
leading groceries,
rooms and sleeping porch, very
low price.
CITY FLKCTBIO SHOE SHOP
S. W. JONES, Owner.
213 South Second.
I'liune

HIGHEST

Cash Registers

33i

!1J Cast Ccutrai.

There will be no fourth Wednesday dance. Save your steps.
We are all going with the
Music club on the 31st to

ret.

.875
.778
.545
.200

TODAY AND TOMORROW

TO ODD FELLOWS
AND FRIENDS.

.857
.786
.571
.571
.385

4
5

14
14

MTH EATRE

NOTICE

and Repairer of
and Woodwork
AITO AND TRUCK BODIES
SPRINGS AND WHEELS
703 S. Second. Phone 551--

Manufacturer
Blacksmithing

ret.

J.

BIDS

FOGG, The Jeweler
Jewelry.
Watches,
Diamonds,
Highest Quality, Lowest Trices.
Postoffice.
Opposite
118 South Fourth.

Reymann's Auto Body
Works

side,
Holo No.

"LADY GODNA"

The

Newly decorated, furnished, six
room house. Mill lease for one
year to responsible party. Inquire 1420 East Silver.

north

TOMORROW

i

Yankees

2

2
12
.857
Tigers
Tour Barelas
7
8
.533
Barelas Browns
8
.429
ney Course Will Offer Athletes
Many Hazards Unusual to
CHIEF OF KANSAS CITY
Players in the Southwest.

flews" and Cartoons and

Coal Supply Co. Pbnne 4 and 5.
Rev. A. M. Mandalari, S. .1., for
many years pastor of the church
Immaculate. Conception,
of the
returned last evening from an extended trip throughout the north.
Misses Fa ye Boyd and Theltna
Cochran returned Monday from
I.os Angeles, where they spent
two months visiting.
Factory wood, full truck load
four dollars. Huhn Coal company.
I'h one 91.
i
There will be a regular meeting of O. K. "Warren post, Women's Relief Corps, this afternoon
tit 2:30 o'clock in the Odd Fellows hall. Initiation.
There will be a special communication of Temple lodge No. 6,
A. F. and A. M., tonight for work
in the
degree.
Dr. D. U. .Murray, Osteopathic and
Violet-ra- y
treatments.
Phono 741.
The home service office of the
Ked Cross will be open in the
mornings only, from 9 until 12
o'clock, during the corning month.
Jliss Edith Childors, the secretary in charge, left yesterday for
California to visit relatives.
There are undelivered telegrams
fit the Postal telegraph office for
Kdward Morgan anil Leonard II.
Wisncr.
Miss Mabel Hay. ticket, seller at
the Lyric theater, has just returned
from a vacation in Chicago, Detroit and Canada.
Mrs. K. A. Mann and daughter.
Louise, have returned
to their
home on Eolith Kdith street, after
having spent the summer in California.
. The Royal Neighbors will hold
a farewell reception for Mr. and
Mrs.
O. Losey at their residence,
700 West iiom.-- avenue. Thursday
evening at S o'clock.
Members of Sunshine circle and
their families will have n picnic
this evening at Ihe grove at the
end of the Fourth street pavement.
Edmund Cobb, son of Mrs. W. H.
Cobb, and his family, who have
been absent from the city for the
past three years, returned Monday
nlghl to visit nt home for a. few
Mr. Cobb has made his
weeks.
mark in motion pictures, having
in
Starred
uilc a number of pictures based on western cowboy life
He is well pleased
Bnd adventure.
with the wonderful building growth
(if the city during his absence. Mr.
Cobb was horn and reared in Albuquerque.
Meyer fisoff, proprietor of the
JS'atlonnl Garment company, who
has been east buying goods for hit
Store, has returned to the city.
There will bo r regular meeting
fit tho Elks at 8:30 tonight. The
officers will meet nt 7:30.
' Joseph Collier returned yesterday
from southern California, where lie
lias spent thepast few weeks.
J, Ernest F. Landolfi. cashier at the
Internal revenue office, returned
Jiome yesterday from his eastern
trip. He attended the Klks' national convention at Atlantic City,
after which ho visited in New York.
and
Washington, Chicago, Detroit
While in
other eastern hadcities.
the pleasure of
Washington he
President Hard-in- s
shaking hands with
and dropped
House
at tho White
in in give congress the once over.
has
PrV Parr, Vetertnnarlnn,
moved bin office from 113 South'
Ertiatlway lo 211 East Cold.

.

12
11
8
8
5

State Championship

J. SELZNOPRfSDENT

ft Fox

Tildillos
New Mexico

Pigmy

JSflriitt

111

LEWIS

ONE OF

1DOTNN.M

pD IMTORlAHUi' CCIvi

For your gifts and decorations
$1.50 a dozen delivered.
RAYMOND F. BLOOM.
Phono 21B7-- J.

FOR RENT

Caro Journal.

ionu emu

sa

DAHLIAS

DXEItS AND HATTERS
RIG CLEANING
Phone 453. Cor. (1th and Gold

S

The Highland laddies will play
the S. A. T.'s this afternoon. This
will be the deciding game of the
Junior league.
Sir Robert Home.
Pigmy Loaicue.
Barelas Browns forfeited to the
Sir Robert Home, chancellor of Barelas
Tigers yesterday.
the exchequer, will head the BritTho last game of the summer
ish funding commission in Wash- in the Pigmy league between the
ington when it opens funding: nego- Athletes and the Barelas Tigers
tiations with American
will be held today.
STANDINGS.
Senior League.

EHhbiteiil

l'lioue 4.1.

Junior

"

LAST TIME TODAY.

replace that broken window
o.
glass. Albuquerque Lumoer

To

MM Cleaners

S

New Mexico Yankees lost to the
4
score in the
Browns by a
Senior league yesterday. Knight
and Gibson for the Browns and
Sanchez for the Yankees clouted
out three baggers.
Batteries: New Mexico Yankees
Gutierrez, Taioya and Sanchez;
Browns George and Jordan.
The Puke City Whites forfeited
to the High School, and dropped
out of the league.
Today, the Firefighters and the
Tildillos will fight it out for
third and fourth place.

Always
Worth

Albuquerque's
Finest

J.

--

Deciding Game in Junior
League Will Be Played;
Today; Pigmy League!
Play to Close Today.

Orders Delivered for 10c

508 West Central.

94

Let Us Send a Man)

Osteopathic Specialist.
S25-Bids. Tel. 701--

Stern

1EH
BY

Phone 28

STORE,

C. H. COXXER, M. D. D. O.

TO HEAD BRITISH
YANKEES DROP A
FUNDING MISSION
TO UNITED STATES

FOUNDS

THREE HUNDRED

.iHi:Si:ifi!i!l!iiii.

'August 23, 1922.

ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL

Page Ten,

IIAIIN COAL COMPANY
142 in the third block on North
I
First street on which I will erect a store building
to suit tenant. This is a very good business block
for any business.

have a lot 25

,

For any of these opportunities call and see

SIEGFRIED KAHN

109 North First St.

PHONE

Pbone

962--

421 W. Central.

RENT A CAR
Drive It Yourself Nw ITnrrt.
and Dodges, Coupes and Sedans
,
ALBUQUERQUE
DRIVER LESS CAR CO.
Cars Delivered.

1

FOR SALE

Two nice houses, twenty-fiv- e
toot lots, two rooms
each,
sleeping porches, north part of
town, good location. See 8
Kahn, 109 North IHrst, cash or
terms.
-

'I

